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India is all set to watch an
action-packed political

thriller as three Southern States
have come together to take on
the Centre, accusing it of
attempting to destabilise demo-
cratically-elected State
Governments with the help of
Governors. The States which
have formed fortresses against
Governors are Kerala, Tamil
Nadu and Telangana.

The ongoing war between
the Governor and Chief
Minister worsened in Kerala
where Governor Arif
Mohammed Khan on
Wednesday compared Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan’s lan-
guage with that of a terrorist
and the CPI(M)-led
Government in the State pre-
pared an Ordinance to oust the
former from the position of
Chancellor in the universities.

The political battle staged
in Kerala between Governor
Arif Mohammed Khan and
the CPI(M) Government is
unlikely to end in the near
future as both sides continue to
be intransigent in their respec-

tive stances.
“The State Government

has no role in the appointment
of vice-chancellors of the uni-
versities. The Supreme Court
verdict is clear in this regard
while the University Grants
Commission norms are same
for all the States,” Khan told the
media on Wednesday.

He said he would not sit in
judgement over an issue in
which he himself figures. “If the
Kerala Government informs
me properly about the need for
removing the Governor from
the post of Chancellor, I’ll for-
ward the same to the President
for her advice,” he said.

Khan also said that
Vijayan’s language is not apt for
a person occupying the Chief
Minister’s chair. “I heard him
shouting from many places
that the Governor does not
know who he was. I also saw

him issuing threats to me that
I would have to face dire con-
sequences if I continue ques-
tioning him. This is the style
and words of terrorists,” said
the Governor. He also said
that there has been a break
down in the Constitutional
system in Kerala.

Earlier in the day, R Bindu,
Kerala’s Minister for Higher
Education, who is also the
spouse of CPI(M) politburo
member Vijayaraghavan, told
reporters that the Ordinance to
oust the Governor from the
chancellor’s chair was ready.
“We expect the Governor to
sign the Ordinance without
making any fuss. That’s the
democratic way of doing
things,” said the Minister.

She said the CPI(M) would
appoint persons of eminence as
chancellors of the universities
in the State. 

“Our intention is to trans-
form the higher education sec-
tor in the State to global stan-
dards. Though we are the lead-
ers nationally, our intention is
to elevate the State’s higher edu-
cation sector to number one
position in the world,” said
Bindu.

Meanwhile, the DMK and
its allies in neighbouring Tamil
Nadu have written to the
President of India to sack
Governor RN Ravi, who is
giving the Dravidian
Government in the State sleep-
less nights by withholding bills
enacted by the legislature.

“RN Ravi has violated the
oath he took under Article 159
to preserve, protect and defend
the Constitution and the law
and to devote himself to the
service and well-being of the
people of Tamil Nadu.

Continued on Page 2
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Justice Dhananjaya Yashwant
Chandrachud was sworn in

as the 50th Chief Justice of
India on Wednesday.

President Droupadi
Murmu administered him the
oath of office at a brief cere-
mony held at the Rashtrapati
Bhavan. He took the oath in
English and in the name of
God.

Justice Chandrachud took
over as the CJI from Justice UU
Lalit, who demitted office on
Tuesday, and will head India’s
judiciary until November 10,
2024, a day before he completes
65 years. 

Those present at the cere-
mony included Vice President
and Rajya Sabha Chairperson
Jagdeep Dhankhar, Lok Sabha
Speaker Om Birla, and Union
Ministers Rajnath Singh, Amit

Shah and Kiren Rijiju. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi was
not present at the function. He
was engaged in addressing
election rallies in Himachal
Pradesh. 

CJI Chandrachud is the
son of the longest serving CJI
Y V Chandrachud, who head-
ed the Judiciary from February
22, 1978, to July 11, 1985. 

Continued on Page 2
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The family of the 2012
Chhawla gangrape victim

on Wednesday said they would
file a review petition against the
Supreme Court’s order acquit-
ting the three accused in the
case.  

Expressing disappointment
over the verdict, the victim’s
father said, “We will appeal
against the Supreme Court’s
verdict, which has allowed the
acquittal of the three accused.
We are in the process of final-
ising it and will file an appeal
soon to reconsider the verdict.” 

“We want death penalty for
all three accused... All the cul-
prits should be hanged... Only
then will my daughter get jus-
tice,” he told the media.

The three men were
accused of abducting, raping

and killing the 19-year-old girl
in February 2012. Her muti-
lated body was found three
days later.

On November 7, the
Supreme Court acquitted the
three men sentenced to death
for the gangrape and murder,
noting the prosecution failed to
provide leading, cogent, clinch-
ing and clear evidence, includ-
ing those related to DNA pro-
filing and call detail records,
against the accused.

Continued on Page 2 
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Fugitive diamantaire Nirav
Modi on Wednesday lost his

appeal against extradition on
mental health grounds as the
London High Court ruled that
his risk of suicide is not such
that it would be either unjust or
oppressive to extradite him to
India to face charges of fraud
and money laundering.

Presiding over the appeal
hearing at the Royal Courts of
Justice, Lord Justice Jeremy
Stuart-Smith and Justice
Robert Jay said in their verdict
that District Judge Sam
Goozee’s Westminster
Magistrates’ Court’s order in
2021 in favour of extradition
was “sound”.

Nirav was granted the leave
to appeal in the High Court on
two grounds related to mental
health, under Article 3 of the
European Convention of
Human Rights  and Section 91
of the Extradition Act 2003.

“Pulling these various
strands together and weighing
them in the balance so as to
reach an overall evaluative
judgment on the question
raised by Section 91, we are far
from satisfied that Mr Modi’s
mental condition and the risk
of suicide are such that it
would be either unjust or
oppressive to extradite him,”

the court ruled.
“It may be that the main

benefit of the appeal has been
to obtain the extensive further
(Indian government) assur-
ances that we have identified in
the course of this judgment,
which render the position clear
to Mr Modi’s advantage and the
District Judge’s decision sup-
portable,” the judges ruled.

“Today’s judgment of UK
High Court is a significant
achievement in the context of
CBI’s efforts to curb corruption
and is a reminder that fugitives,
who have eluded the process of
law after commission of large
value frauds, cannot consider
themselves above the process
merely because they have
changed jurisdictions,” the CBI
said in a statement.

The CBI said it took
painstaking efforts in effectively
presenting the facts before the
UK Court, especially since
Nirav Modi had raised various
issues with regard to prison
conditions and availability of
health facilities in India.

“CBI gracefully acknowl-
edges the painstaking and con-
tinuous efforts made by the
counsels of Crown Prosecution
service in forcefully presenting
Government of India’s case
and also the efforts of various
Government agencies, espe-
cially officers of High
Commission of India, London,
Ministry of Home Affairs,
Ministry of External Affairs, in
coordinating the extradition
trial, timely submission of evi-
dences and assurances, and
prompt follow up of the case at
all stages,” the CBI added.

Their verdict also finds
every reason to accept that the
Indian Government will treat
its assurances with “appropri-
ate seriousness”, enhanced by
the fact that this is a high-pro-
file case so that the care of 51-
year-old Modi, who remains
behind bars at Wandsworth
Prison in south-west London
since his arrest in March 2019,
is likely to be subject to “height-
ened scrutiny” at all times.

Continued on Page 2
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After three months of incar-
ceration,  Shiv Sena leader

and MP Sanjay Raut walked
out of the jail on Wednesday
evening, after a special court
granted him a bail in a money
laundering case linked to
alleged �1,034 crore Patra
Chawl redevelopment scam.

While pronouncing an
order that he had reserved on
November 2,  Special judge MG
Deshpande said Raut’s arrest in
the case by the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) was “illegal”
and a “witch-hunt”. The court
also granted bail to Pravin
Raut, a co-accused in the case.

On his part, Additional
Solicitor General Anil Singh
appearing for the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) sought stay
on the effect of the order for a
week in order to challenge in
appeal before the High Court.
Raut’s Senior counsel Abad

Ponda appearing for Pravin
opposed the stay calling it a
question of personal liberty

The Special Judge turned
down ED’s request.

Later, in what came as an
additional relief to Raut, the
Bombay High Court refused to
suspend the bail order granti-
ng him bail in the money laun-
dering case. 

Not losing time, Raut’s
legal team dropped the special
court’s order granting him bail
into the Arthur Road jail box
and completed the bail for-
malities and at about 6.55 pm,
the Sena leader stepped out of
the Arthur Road Jail where he
had been lodged for more than
three months.

Continued on Page 2
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Facebook parent Meta is lay-
ing off 11,000 people, about

13 per cent of its workforce, as
it contends with faltering rev-
enue and broader tech indus-
try woes, CEO Mark
Zuckerberg said in a letter to
employees Wednesday.

The job cuts come just a
week after widespread layoffs at
Twitter under its new owner,
billionaire Elon Musk. 

There have been numerous
job cuts at other tech compa-
nies that hired rapidly during
the pandemic.

Zuckerberg as well said
that he had made the decision
to hire aggressively, anticipat-
ing rapid growth even after the
pandemic ended.

“Unfortunately, this did
not play out the way I expect-
ed,” Zuckerberg said in a pre-
pared statement. 

“Not only has online com-

merce returned to prior trends,
but the macroeconomic down-
turn, increased competition,
and ads signal loss have caused
our revenue to be much lower
than I’d expected. I got this
wrong, and I take responsibil-
ity for that.”

Meta, like other social
media companies, enjoyed a
financial boost during the pan-
demic lockdown era because
more people stayed home and
scrolled on their phones and
computers. 

But as the lockdowns
ended and people started going
outside again, revenue growth
began to falter.

Continued on Page 2
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At least six people were
killed in Nepal when a 6.3-

magnitude earthquake struck
the lower Himalayan region
early on Wednesday, leading to
tremors rippling across parts of
the country and north India
and jolting people out of their
sleep in scores of cities and vil-
lages.

The National Centre for
Seismology (NCS) said the
epicentre of the 6.3-magni-
tude earthquake, which struck
at 1.57 am, was in Nepal, about
90 km east-southeast of
Pithoragarh. The region has
been experiencing lower mag-
nitude quakes for the last few
days.

Mild aftershocks were also
felt in the Uttarakhand-Nepal
region at 3.15 am and 6.27 am.
The NCS said the magnitude of
the two tremors was 3.6 and 4.3
respectively.

The National Earthquake
Monitoring Centre of Nepal
said a 6.6-magnitude quake was
recorded at 2.12 am. The epi-
centre was in Doti district.

Two moderate earthquakes
preceded the stronger tremor
that jolted western Nepal, a 5.7-

magnitude tremor at 9.07 pm
on Tuesday and a 4.1-magni-
tude one shortly after at 9.56
pm. The epicentre was the
same, it said.

Scientists on Wednesday
said there is a strong possibil-
ity of a major earthquake in the

Himalayan region and under-
lined the need for better prepa-
ration to minimise the damage
to life and property. 

Senior geophysicist of
Wadia Institute of Himalayan
Geology Ajay Paul said the
Himalayas have come into exis-
tence as a result of a collision
between Indian and Eurasian
plates. 

Due to constant pressure of
the Eurasian plate on the
Indian plate, strained energy
accumulating under it keeps
releasing itself from time to
time in the form of earth-
quakes, Paul said.

“Occurrence of earth-
quakes due to accumulation of
strained energy under the
Himalayas is a normal and
relentless process. The entire
Himalayan region is highly
vulnerable to tremors and the
strong possibility of a major
earthquake is always there,”
Paul said. 

Continued on Page 2
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Far from it, he has been instigating

communal hatred, and is a threat to the
peace and tranquility of the State...therefore
by his conduct and actions RN Ravi has
proved that he is unfit to hold the consti-
tutional office of Governor and therefore
he deserves to be sacked immediately,” local
Tamil News channels in Chennai quoted
from the memorandum submitted by the
DMK and allies to President Draupadi
Murmu.

The DMK-led alliance has also accused
Ravi of delaying assent to the bills cleared
by the Tamil Nadu Assembly and contra-
dicting the policies of the Government in
public.

“This amounts to interference in the
administration of the State and transaction
of business by the legislature. It impedes and
obstructs a democratically elected
Government from serving the people,

which is ex-facie unconstitutional,” the
memorandom said.

Situation is no different in Telangana
where Governor Tamilissai Sounderarajan
, who is the former Tamil Nadu BJP
President, and Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhara Rao are engaged in a war
of nerves. 

On Wednesday, Telangana Governor
Tamilisai Soundararajan expressed doubts
that her phones are being tapped. “I doubt
(that) my phones are tapped. An unde-
mocratic situation is there in the State, par-
ticularly in respecting the Governor. I want
to clarify all those things,” she said in a press
conference.

She refused to elaborate saying that
there were some social media posts link-
ing Raj Bhavan with the recent “TRS MLAs
poaching case”.

The relation between the Chief
Minister and Governor has continued to
worsen over the months. On September 8,
the Governor accused the State
Government of “discriminating” against
her, humiliating the “highest office in the
State” and “not following protocol”.

“For the past three years (in office), this
State will write history on how a woman
Governor was discriminated against,”
Soundararajan told the media.
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This is for the first time a CJI

son becomes the CJI. He was ele-
vated as a judge of the Supreme
Court on May 13, 2016, after serv-
ing as Chief Justice of Allahabad
High Court. 

Immediately after the swear-
ing-in ceremony at the Rastrapati
Bhawan, the 50th CJI reached the
Supreme Court premises and paid
floral tributes to Mahatma Gandhi’s
statue.  Later talking to the media
in the Supreme Court, the new CJI
said that serving people of the
country was his “priority”. 

“Serving common people is my
priority. Please look forward, I will
work for all the citizens of the
country. Be it in technology or be
it in registry...Or be it in judicial
reforms, I will take care of citizens
in every aspect,” he said.

The   CJI said heading the
Indian judiciary was a “great
opportunity and responsibility”.
In response to a query as to how
he will ensure trust of people in
judiciary, he said, “I will ensure
trust of citizens not only through
words but through my work”.         

Justice Chandrachud, who calls
dissent the “safety valve of democ-
racy”, was part of several
Constitution benches and land-
mark verdicts of the top court,
including on matters relating to the
Ayodhya land dispute and Right to
Privacy.  He was also part of the
benches that delivered path-break-
ing judgements on decriminalising
same-sex relations after it partial-
ly struck down Section 377 of the
Indian Penal Code, validity of the
Aadhaar scheme and Sabarimala
issue. 

Recently, a bench headed by
him expanded the scope of the

Medical Termination of Pregnancy
(MTP) Act and the corresponding
rules to include unmarried women
for abortion between 20-24 weeks
of pregnancy.  A bench headed by
him had also passed several direc-
tions to assuage people’s miseries
during the Covid-19 crisis, terming
the brutal second wave of the
pandemic last year a “national
crisis”. 

Recently, Justice Chandrachud,
as the senior-most judge after then
CJI Lalit, was among the two
judges of the apex court Collegium
who had objected to the method of
“circulation” adopted for eliciting
views of its members on the
appointment of judges to the top
court.

In a landmark verdict delivered
in February 2020, a bench headed
by him had directed that women
officers in the Army be granted
permanent commission and com-
mand postings, rejecting the
Centre’s stand of their physiologi-
cal limitations as being based on
“sex stereotypes” and “gender dis-
crimination against women”. 

Later, the bench had also paved
the way for granting permanent
commission to women officers in
Indian Navy, saying a level-playing
field ensures that women have the
opportunity to overcome “histories
of discrimination”. 

Justice Chandrachud was des-
ignated as a senior advocate by the
Bombay High Court in June 1998
and became Additional Solicitor
General in the same year till his
appointment as a judge. After
completing BA Honours in
Economics from St Stephen’s
College, New Delhi, Justice
Chandrachud did his LLB from
Campus Law Centre, Delhi
University, and obtained LLM
degree and a Doctorate in Juridical
Sciences (SJD) from Harvard Law
School, USA. He practised law at
the Supreme Court and the
Bombay High Court and was a vis-
iting professor of comparative
Constitutional law at the University
of Mumbai.
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In 2014, a trial court termed

the case “rarest of rare” and award-
ed death penalty to the three
accused. The judgment was upheld
by the Delhi High Court. 

“Even after 11 years, this is the
verdict. We have lost it...We lost the
battle...I was living with this hope...I
have lost my will to live. I thought
my daughter would get justice,” the
victim’s mother said, breaking into
tears outside the apex court premis-
es. The victim’s father said, “What
was supposed to happen with

criminals ultimately happened with
us.” 

“It has been 11 years of running
from pillar to post. The lower
court announced its verdict and we
were relieved. From the high court
also we were given assurance. But
the Supreme Court let us down.
What was supposed to happen with
the criminals ultimately happened
with us. 

“The law and order system in
our country is not for poor people.
If this had happened with a rich
influential person or a politician,
would they also have faced the
same fate? It is like taking advan-
tage of poverty,” he said. According
to the prosecution, the woman
worked in Gurugram’s Cyber City
area and belonged to Uttarakhand.
She was returning from her work-
place and was near her home when
the three men abducted her in a car.
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“The GoI (Government of India) will

surely appreciate that a failure to honour its
assurances would be liable to have a significant
adverse effect on the mutual trust that forms
the basis of the extradition regime to which
India and the United Kingdom are parties,” the
court said.

The judgment notes three sets of criminal
proceedings against the fugitive diamond mer-
chant in India — the CBI case of fraud on the
Punjab National Bank (PNB) which caused loss-
es equivalent to over GBP 700 million, the
Enforcement Directorate’s (ED) case relating to
the alleged laundering of the proceeds of that
fraud and a third set of criminal proceedings
involving alleged interference with evidence and

witnesses in the CBI proceedings.
Then UK Home Secretary, Priti Patel, had

earlier ordered Nirav’s extradition based on
Judge Goozee’s ruling in April last year.
Following this, the case has been undergoing
an appeals process since then.

“On the basis of the assurances that the GoI
has given, we accept that there will be suitable
medical provision and an appropriate plan in
place for the management and medical care of
Mr Modi, which will be provided in the
knowledge that he is a suicide risk (i.e. a per-
son who, in the absence of preventative mea-
sures, may or will attempt suicide and will or
may succeed),” the ruling states.

“The evidence does not support a finding
that the assured steps will eliminate the risk that
Mr Modi will commit suicide altogether, still
less the risk that he will attempt to do so,” it
notes.

Based on expert witness testimony, the ver-
dict concludes that Modi has so far displayed
no features of psychotic illness and although he
has exhibited “persistent suicidal ideation”, he
has neither attempted suicide or deliberate self-
harm nor disclosed plans to do so, except in the

“most vague and general way”.
“It is common ground that his recurrent

depressive disorder is likely to deteriorate in the
event of extradition,” the ruling conceded.

The court also acknowledged the safety
measures assured at Barrack 12 of Arthur Road
Jail in Mumbai, where he is to be lodged on
being extradited, which will ensure that there
is effectively constant monitoring to reduce the
risk of attempted suicide.

After losing the appeal hearing, Modi can
approach the Supreme Court on a point of law
of public importance within 14 days of a High
Court verdict.

However, this involves a high threshold as
appeals to the Supreme Court can only be made
if the High Court has certified that the case
involves a point of law of general public
importance.

Finally, after all avenues in the UK courts
are exhausted, the wanted diamantaire could still
seek a so-called Rule 39 injunction from the
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR).
This makes the process of bringing him back
to India to face trial for fraud and money laun-
dering worth USD 2 billion in the PNB loan
scam a bit tedious. 
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Raut and Pravin are being inves-

tigated in a money laundering case
linked to the 2018 crore Patra Chawl
redevelopment scam.

Raut was arrested by the ED on
August 1 under sub-section (1) of sec-
tion 19 of the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act, 2002. The PMLA
court had earlier remanded Raut in ED
custody till August 4.  

After the ED mentioned the mat-
ter before her,  Justice Bharati Dangre
who agreed to list it tomorrow but
refused to suspend the bail order.

The Judge noted that she cannot

pass sweeping orders under Section
482 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
(CrPC) as requested by ED when the
plea filed by the agency was one
under Section 439(2) of CrPC. She said
that she would hear the matter on
Thursday.

The ED’s allegation is that in 2010,
a part of the proceeds of crime of Rs
83 lakh was transferred to Varsha Raut
from Madhuri Raut, wife of Pravin
Raut. “This amount was utilized by
Varsha Raut for purchase of a flat at
Dadar. It is also revealed that after ini-
tiation of ED investigation, the amount
of Rs 55 lakh was transferred by
Varsha Raut to Madhuri Raut,” the ED
has said.

The ED’s another allegation is
that eight plots of land at Kihim beach
at Alibaug were also purchased in the
name of Varsha Raut and Swapna
Patkar, wife of Sujit Patkar, a close asso-
ciate of Sanjay Raut. 
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Six people were killed in the earth-

quake, Nepal’s Home Ministry
spokesperson Phanindra Pokharel said.

Five people who sustained serious
injuries were rushed to the district hos-
pital in Doti, Pokharel told PTI over the
phone. A police post and eight houses
collapsed due to the earthquake.

The tremors were felt in Delhi and
the surrounding areas of Ghaziabad and
Gurugram and even in Lucknow, jolt-
ing people out of their sleep.

Many people shared their experi-
ences on Twitter, posting videos of peo-
ple rushing out of their houses and
neighbours gathering in groups, hud-
dled over their phones as they tried to
find out what had happened and where
the epicentre was. One video showed a
chandelier shaking.

“I’m just 80 km away from the cen-
tre of this earthquake.... I tell you
guys.... I was in deep sleep. My table

started hitting the wall.... Almirah
made sound.... And my bed shook.... It
was for at least 50 to 70 seconds,” post-
ed Dinesh Sharma, who said he is based
in Pilibhit in Uttar Pradesh near the
border. “The tremor was absolutely clear
in Lucknow too,” added Tanmay Singh.

Neha Yadav, another Twitter user,
said she is staying in Delhi for four years
and had never felt such tremors.

“It’s 2 am and people are having a
stroll on the streets.... Reason -
#Earthquake,” said Aakash Biswas and
shared a video of people moving on a
street. Among those who went on
Twitter was Union minister Meenakshi
Lekhi. “Didn’t want to tweet but one can
safely say it did feel like an earthquake!”
she wrote on the microblogging website.

People ran out of their houses in
panic in a number of Uttarakhand
towns as the tremors were felt across the
hill state, including in Pithoragarh,
Bageshwar, Almora, Champawat,
Udham Singh Nagar, Nainital,
Rudraprayag, Chamoli, Tehri, Pauri,
Haridwar, Uttarkashi and Dehradun.
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An economic slowdown

and a grim outlook for online
advertising — by far Meta’s
biggest revenue source — have
contributed to Meta’s woes. 

This summer, Meta posted
its first quarterly revenue
decline in history, followed by

another, bigger decline in the
fall.

Some of the pain is com-
pany-specific, while some is
tied to broader economic and
technological forces.

Last week, Twitter laid off
about half of its 7,500 employ-
ees, part of a chaotic overhaul
as Musk took the helm. 

He tweeted that there was
no choice but to cut the jobs
“when the company is losing
over $4M/day,” though did not
provide details about the loss-
es.

Meta has worried investors
by pouring over $10 billion a
year into the “metaverse” as it

shifts its focus away from social
media. 

Zuckerberg predicts the
metaverse, an immersive digi-
tal universe, will eventually
replace smartphones as the
primary way people use tech-
nology.

Meta and its advertisers are
bracing for a potential reces-
sion. 

There’s also the challenge
of Apple’s privacy tools, which
make it more difficult for social
media platforms like Facebook,
Instagram and Snap to track
people without their consent
and target ads to them.

Competition from TikTok

is also a growing threat as
younger people flock to the
video sharing app over
Instagram, which Meta also
owns.

“We’ve cut costs across our
business, including scaling back
budgets, reducing perks, and
shrinking our real estate foot-
print,” Zuckerberg said. 

“We’re restructuring teams
to increase our efficiency. But
these measures alone won’t
bring our expenses in line with
our revenue growth, so I’ve also
made the hard decision to let
people go.”

Zuckerberg told employees
Wednesday that they will

receive an email letting them
know if they are among those
being let go. Access to most
company systems will be cut off
for people losing their jobs, he
said, due to the sensitive nature
of that information.

“We’re keeping email
addresses active throughout
the day so everyone can say
farewell,” Zuckerberg said.

Former employees will
receive 16 weeks of base pay,
plus two additional weeks for
every year with the company,
Zuckerberg said. 

Health insurance for those
employees and their families
will continue for six months.
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Strong tremors were felt in
Delhi-NCR as a 6.3-magni-

tude earthquake hit the lower
Himalayan region in the early
hours of Wednesday, jolting
people out of their sleep with
many of them coming out of
their houses in panic. Several
people took to social media to
share their experiences.

Among those who went on
Twitter was Union Minister
Meenakshi Lekhi. "Didn't want
to tweet but one can safely say
it did feel like an earthquake!"
she wrote on the microblogging
website.

Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal also took to
social media and wrote: "I
hope all of you are safe."

"Did the earthquake wake
you up too?" Congress leader
Radhika Khera asked on
Twitter.

Radio jockey Raunac said,
"It was scary...Extremely scary."

The resident welfare asso-
ciations in Delhi said there have
been no reports of any kind of
damage or casualties in their
areas.

"We have not received any
report of structural damage or
injury from any of the RWAs.
However, there was a bit of
panic when people could not
figure out what was happening
and came out of their houses.
However, things calmed down
after a while," United Residents
Joint Action president Atul
Goyal said. Kritima Bhapta
(25), a resident of south Delhi's
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Former Gujarat Chief
Minister Vijay Rupani and

ex-deputy CM Nitin Patel
besides two former Ministers in
their Cabinet, all senior party
leaders,  announced they will
not fight the next month's
Assembly elections as the BJP's
Central Election Committee
(CEC) attended by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi,
Home Minister Amit Shah and
Party president J P Nadda, on
Wednesday, set out to discuss
"new and young faces" for the
Gujarat elections.

Among the new con-
tenders, Patidar leader Hardik
Patel, who switched from the
Congress to the BJP, is seen as
one of the strong  aspiring
nominees  for the  ticket from
'Viramgam' assembly seat.

The full CEC was  attend-
ed by the newly  inducted
members of the body which
does not include union minis-
ter Nitin Gadkari as a member
after he was dropped from the
Central Parliamentary Board in
August,this year.

The others who attended
the key meet included  former
Karnataka Chief Minister BS
Yediyurappa, Sarbananda
Sonowal, Dr K Laxman, Dr
Iqbal Singh Lalpura, Sudha
Yadav, Dr Satyanaraykan Jatiya,
Bhupendra Yadav, Devendra
Fadnavis , Om Prakash Mathur,
BL Santosh and Vanathi
Srinivasan.

Ahead of the meeting,
Gujarat CM  Bhupendra Patel
and State BJP chief C R Patil
met here to give final touches
to the list of the probables pre-
pared by the party's state unit.
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The Enforcement Directorate
on Wednesday accused

Delhi minister Satyendar Jain,
arrested in a money laundering
case, of getting special treatment
inside the Tihar Jail.  The ED
made the submission before
Special Judge Vikas Dhull while
concluding its arguments oppos-
ing Jain's plea alleging that the
money laundering case against
him was clearly made out.

"Unknown persons were
giving massages and foot mas-
sages to Jain, even beyond cur-
few hours. He was given special
food," said Additional Solicitor
General (ASG) S V Raju,
appearing for the ED.  The
ASG shared certain CCTV
images with the court and
alleged that most of the time Jain
was either in hospital or in the
jail enjoying facilities.

"Dekhiye chair pe massage
chal rha hai, papers diye jaa rahe
hain (See he's getting massage
sitting on a chair, newspaper is
being given to him),” he told the
court.  The ED further said it has
evidence revealing that Jain was
always in control of the accused
company.

"Money was routed and
dummy persons were made the
directors, who were not even
aware about the company affairs.
Jain was the beneficial owner,”
the ASG said, adding that Jain
did not cooperate during the
investigation and misled the
agency by giving false evidences
and recording wrong statement.
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Union Minister  Anurag
Singh Thakur on

Wednesday said that  Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has
given a corruption free
Government and fulfilled all
his  commitments made to
people of the country as well as
Himachal Pradesh.

Addressing the Vijay
Sankalp Rally in Hamirpur,
Thakur recalled that while
speaking at a huge public meet-
ing in Chaugan of Sojanpur on
February 2014  Modi  said that
if people made him the Prime
Minister, he will eradicate cor-
ruption, connect Himachal
with rail network, give one rank
one pension to soldiers and
work to increase the income of
farmers.

“Today, after 8 years, I can
proudly stand in front of you
and say that if anyone has
given corruption-free gover-
nance, then it is Narendra
Modi's government. New
dimensions of welfare of the
poor have been established in
this government. Be it
Bhanupuri-Bilaspur railway
line, railway line to Mandi or
the matter of extending the rail-
way line from Una to
Daulatpur Chowk and running
of Vande Bharat Express in
Himachal, all have been possi-
ble only under Narendra
Modi's Government.” Thakur
said. Talking about the work
done by the Modi Govt  for the
soldiers and farmers he said,
“Friends, our government is
working with the motto of
‘Jiye Jawan, Jiye Kisaan’. 
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Delhi's air quality improved
marginally from ‘very

poor’ category to ‘poor’ on
Thursday owing to favourable
wind speed at night, sporadic
rains in adjoining States and a
considerable drop in emissions
from stubble burning. The
overall air quality index (AQI)
stood at to 200 ‘moderate’ cat-
egory at 9 PM, dropping from
372 on Tuesday. It was 354 on
Monday, 339 on Sunday and
381 on Saturday. According to
data from the Central Pollution
Control Board, this is the low-
est AQI since October 20 when
it was 232. For November, it
was the best AQI since
November 29, 2020, when it
was 231. However, calmer
winds during the day may
allow pollutants to build up.
Favourable wind speed — 15-
20 kmph — is predicted to
bring a considerable improve-
ment in the air quality from
November 11. The improve-
ment in air quality was evident
from better visibility levels
with 1,400 metres at the Palam
airport and 1,500 at the
Safdarjung airport in the morn-
ing.

The AQI of Ghaziabad
stood at 246, Noida at 186,
Greater Noida at  246, and
Faridabad 248, which comes
under poor category. On the
other hand, Gurugram report-
ed the AQI at (174), which
comes under the “moderate”
category, according to a data of
the Central Pollution Control
Board.

The maximum tempera-
ture of the Capital on
Wednesday settled at 30.2
degrees Celsius, a notch above

than the normal for this time
of the year, as per the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD). Delhi recorded a min-
imum temperature of 16.9
degrees Celsius, three notches
above normal, said the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD). The relative humidity
in the weather was 80 per cent
at 8:30 am and 63 per cent at
5:30 pm, as per the IMD data.

Out of the total 34 station,
,most of the stations in the city
recorded the AQI in the ‘poor’
category are Anand Vihar
(262), NSIT Dwarka station
(272), Jahangir Puri (285),
Vivek Vihar (276), Wazirpur
(260), Alipur (275), Ashok
Vihar (262), R K Puram (236),
Bawana (273), DTU (215), ,
Narela (272), Shadipur (261),
Mundka (220), Nehru Nagar
(272), Patparganj (244),
Punjabi Bagh (247),  and Sonia
Vihar (261),” data stated.

“North Campus, Delhi
University (272), Jawahar Lal
Nehru stadium (285), Mandir
Marg (217), Najafgarh (272),
Okhla Phase 2 (232), Pusa
(244), Rohini (236), Aya Nagar
(222), CRRI Mathura Road
(217), Major Dhyan Chand
National Stadium (220), Sirifort
(261) also recorded the AQI
under the ‘poor’ category, the
CPCB data said.

However, IHBAS, Dilshad
Garden (174), Dwarka-Sector
8 (199) and ITO (174) AQI
improved to the ‘moderate’
category, said pollution board.
V K Soni, the head of the India
Meteorological Department's
Environment Monitoring and
Research Centre, said parts of
east Rajasthan such as Alwar,
Bhiwadi and Rewari and some
areas in Haryana reported spo-
radic rains under the influence
of a western disturbance affect-
ing the hilly region in the

north.  "The rainfall reduced
the share of pollutants from
these adjoining areas in Delhi's
pollution," he said.

Favourable wind speed --
10 to 18 kmph -- is predicted
to bring a considerable
improvement in the air quali-
ty from November 11.  The
Commission for Air Quality
Management may also convene
a meeting on Thursday to
review the situation and revoke
the curbs in Delhi-NCR under
stage 3 (very poor air quality)
of the Graded Response Action
Plan. Farm fires in Punjab
increased from 605 on Tuesday
to 1,778 on Wednesday.
However, their share in Delhi's
PM2.5 pollution dipped from
9 per cent on Tuesday to 5 per
cent on Wednesday, according
to data from the Indian
Agricultural Research Institute
and SAFAR, a forecasting
agency.
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal will on Thursday

announce ‘10 guarantees’ cam-
paign for the municipal polls.
This was announced by
Deputy chief Minister Manish
Sisodia on Wednesday after a
high-level meeting chaired by
Kejriwal  along with senior
MLAs  and party leaders ahead
of the MCD polls.  During the
meeting, AAP office-bearers
were assigned responsibilities
on various levels to prepare for
elections on all 250 MCD
seats.

After the meeting, Sisodia
said that there was a discussion
on issues such corruption in
MCD during the BJP's tenure,
issues of Garbage Mountains
across the national capital and
stay animals on Delhi's roads.
“The chief minister will
announce 10 guarantees,
'Kejriwal Ki Guarantees', cam-
paign on Thursday.  The peo-
ple of Delhi are actively seek-
ing such a government in MCD
that can rid them of BJP’s mal-
administration, corruption,
garbage mountains and mis-
management. BJP has com-
pletely wrecked the MCD from
inside, they’ve ruined Delhi,
spread garbage all over, every
gully-mohalla, park full of
garbage,” Sisodia said. “Traders
are being harassed and exploit-
ed by the BJP. The common
man can’t even build his home
unless he pays up to BJP’s
mafias,” he added.

During the meeting, AAP
leaders took note of how dis-
astrous the 15 year long run of
the BJP has been in the MCD.

When asked about the
party's candidates for the polls,
Sisodia said the process to
choose them was underway in
a professional manner.  “We

have received a lots of applica-
tions seeking candidature in
MCD elections. We’re con-
ducting surveys to assess every
application. All the applications
are being dealt with in a very
professional manner after
which the list of candidates will
be announced,” Sisodia said. To
take on the BJP, the Kejriwal-

led party launched a campaign
titled "Kude Par Jansamvad" on
Tuesday. By November 20, a
public dialogue will be held at
each of Delhi's 13,682 booths,
it said.

The high stake civic polls
are largely being seen as a
three-way contest between the
BJP, the AAP and the Congress.
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Union Minister Meenakshi
Lekhi lashed out at Arvind

Kejriwal on Wednesday, saying
the city did not require a "part
time Chief Minister" who was
not concerned about its prob-
lems but was busy in "political
tourism".  No immediate reac-
tion was available from the
Aam Aadmi Party Government
over Lekhi's charges.

Citing RTI replies, the
senior BJP leader said out of
over Rs 1,286 crore collected as
environment cess in the past
seven years, the Kejriwal
Government had spent only a
little more than Rs 272 crore on
fighting pollution.  No money
was spent on creating infra-
structure and training of per-
sonnel to combat pollution, she

said.
"This person (Kejriwal) is

doing nothing. Delhi does not
need a part time Chief Minister
who spends his time in politi-
cal tourism for campaigning in
poll bound states," the Minister
of State for External Affairs and
Culture said at a press confer-
ence.

The Kejriwal government's
"inaction" and "running away"
from responsibilities are the
reasons why a large number of
elderly people and children
are suffering from air pollu-

tion-related illnesses, she
alleged.  "He had promised to
build 10 smog towers but just
one was constructed at a cost
of Rs 22 crore. Even that is not
working despite spending Rs 80
lakh on its maintenance every
month," she claimed.

“But after the formation of
AAP Government, Kejriwal is
putting the burden of toxic air
of Delhi on the Lieutenant
Governor Vinai Kumar Saxena
for not approving the “Red
Light on, Engine off ” cam-
paign, while the incidents of
farm fires increased by 34 per
cent,” said Lekhi.

Lekhi asked Lieutenant
Governor VK Saxena to order
a probe to find out why the
smog tower was not function-
ing despite spending such a
high amount on its mainte-
nance.
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The Delhi BJP's candidate
selection process for next

month's MCD polls entered the
final stages with the party
shortlisting three names from
each ward. According to Delhi
BJP leaders, the names of can-
didates are likely to be
announced in the next two-
three days.  A senior BJP Delhi
unit leader associated with the
process said, "The exercise of
shortlisting three names from
each ward has been completed.

"Now the list will be com-
pared with our surveys to select
suitable candidates." BJP
National President JP Nadda
also met Delhi unit leaders on
Wednesday to discuss the high-
stakes poll.

The BJP has gathered over
15,000 names of probables.

Teams of central and state
leaders collected the names
from local leaders, including
present and past councilors,
MLAs and mandal (ward) level
office-bearers.

The leaders and workers
who want to contest the polls
have also submitted their bio-
datas at BJP' Delhi headquar-
ters. A large number of prob-
ables also submitted their
resumes to senior office-bear-

ers. The names of three top
probables gathered from all
these channels have been short-
listed after discussions with dis-
trict presidents and recom-
mendations of Lok Sabha MPs
in Delhi, said another Delhi
unit leader.

"The party ensured a fair
and open-ended selection
process so that even workers at
the lowest organisational level
could take part," he said.
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The Delhi Congress will
release the first list of 125

candidates for the municipal
polls in the next 48 hours.
According to the Congress'
Delhi chief Anil Kumar, a meet-
ing to discuss names of proba-
ble candidates was convened
earlier in the day.

The meeting was headed by
the party's MCD election in-
charge Ajoy Kumar and attend-
ed by the screening committee
head Avinash Pandey and
members K Jayakumar and
Qazi Mohd Nizamuddin,
Kumar said.

Kumar said that Delhi
Congress president said that
Congress will clean up the
garbage mounts, banish air and
water pollution, which were
the legacy of 15-year misrule in
the MCD by the BJP and 8-year

maladministration by the AAP
Government, if the party is
elected to power in the upcom-
ing MCD elections, as both BJP
and AAP were partners in
destroying the beauty and finan-
cial health of the capital city.

"The party's poster will be
launched and names of the first
125 candidates will be declared
in the next 48 hours. The names
are being finalised," the source
said, adding district presidents
of the party here have already
met the ticket aspirants.

"Cleanliness in the nation-
al capital will be our main
focus. The party's motto for the
polls will be 'MCD matlab meri
chamakti Dilli'," the source
added. Kumar, for his part, said
multiple applications were
received from every ward and
that the party will give tickets
to those who worked at the
grassroots.
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The politics over Delhi's
landfill has escalated ahead

of the Delhi Municipal
Corporation election as the
blame game continued. Delhi
Deputy Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia on Wednesday alleged
that the BJP-led Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD)
has taken out garbage from the
Ghazipur landfill site and
dumped it in nearby areas to
"give an impression" that its
height has come down.
Meanwhile, the MCD has
denied the allegations.

Sisodia took a round of the
area on the periphery of the
Ghazipur landfill site and spoke
to some locals, who shared
their woes with him -- the
problem of clean drinking
water and a pungent smell
emanating out of the landfill.
"Do not worry. Bring the AAP
in the MCD too and we will
address all the problems of peo-
ple," he said. The residents
bombarded the AAP leader
with numerous questions about
the mountain of garbage in the
area and several issues.

Sisodia told the people that
the BJP had turned Delhi into
garbage dump yards. He said
the people will vote for the

AAP in the upcoming munic-
ipal polls to clear the "garbage
of the BJP", and if the Arvind
Kejriwal-led party comes to
power in the MCD, it will
make the "mountains" of trash
disappear from the city in five
years.

"For 15 years, the BJP
which has ruled the MCD,
and what has it done to reduce
these mountains of garbage.
And, now just to give an
impression to people, from a
distance, that the height of the
Ghazipur landfill has come
down, the BJP-led MCD has
taken garbage from it and
dumped it in nearby areas. This
is a conspiracy," Sisodia alleged,
adding that the saffron party
"lacks the intention to solve the
problem".   "Six months ago,
these places were all empty.
And a wall collapsed here due

to this dumping. Thankfully, it
happened at night, when no
work was going on, else there
would have been loss of life and
property too," he told reporters.
Children live in an ashram
located near the site of the wall
collapse, they narrowly escaped
this incident, he said.

Meanwhile , MCD
Director (Press and
Information), Amit Kumar,
countered the allegation, say-
ing, "It is not true". "The MCD
has already disposed of 77
lakh MT of legacy waste from
three landfill sites. The space so
getting emptied by continuous
disposal of legacy waste is
being replaced by the legacy
waste, from the height above.
The waste from above is
brought to the locations of
trommel machines for bio-
remediation," he said.
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Ahigh-level meeting
between the senior offi-

cials of Delhi Government,
Delhi Metro,  leading banks
and Union Ministry of
Housing and Urban Affairs
(MoHUA) is scheduled to be
held on Thursday to discuss
the payment of an award to
Delhi Airport Metro Express
Private Limited (DAMEPL).
The meeting has been con-
vened after Delhi Metro wrote
to the Delhi Government and
MoHUA, seeking financial
assistance for the payment of
an arbitral award to DAMEPL.

According to the sources,
the managing director and
director (finance) of the
Delhi Metro and representa-
tives of several banks are
expected to take part in the
meeting to be held at Nirman
Bhawan, they said.

The Delhi Metro on
October 31 had told the
Delhi High Court that a
meeting with the Centre and
the city Government was
scheduled to discuss modal-

ities on payment of the bal-
ance arbitral award to the
DAMEPL. The Delhi Metro
told the court that the meet-
ing is fixed for November 10
and some proposals are
expected to come out of it.

The high court was hear-
ing an application from the
DAMEPL which said the
DMRC has paid it only Rs
166.44 crore on March 14.

The DAMEPL has also
sought direction to the cor-
poration for a payment of Rs

4427.41 crore by attachment
of its bank accounts and
fixed deposits. The interest
continues to apply till the
date of actual payment by the
Delhi Metro, it said.

In September, the high
court had granted four weeks
to the Delhi Metro to make
outstanding payment in rela-
tion to the arbitral award,
failing which it would be
"constrained" to call for the
appearance of the Delhi
Metro's managing director.
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A22-year-old woman died
after being allegedly

pushed off the third-floor of her
office building by a colleague
with whom she had broken up
after learning that he was
already married.  After throw-
ing her from the building, the
man, identified as Gaurav, came
down and put the woman in an
autorickshaw, telling people
who had gathered around that
he was her brother and was tak-
ing her to hospital.

Instead, he took her to Lal
Kuan area on Noida's border
with Ghaziabad. He booked an
ambulance there to take her to
Meerut, police said Wednesday,
a day after the incident.  “The
accused had entered Meerut
district along with the woman's
body in the ambulance but was
traced by a police team around
4.30 pm," Additional Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(Noida) Ashutosh Dwivedi
said.

Both worked at an insur-
ance company. "She had called
off their relationship after get-
ting to know his marital status.
However, the accused contin-
ued to pester her," the official
said.  Police said the woman

complained to police about
this on September 29. The man
was then called to the police sta-
tion on September 29.

“The families of both were
also present at the police station
and Gaurav assured in writing
that he would stop bothering
her,” Dwivedi said  According
to a preliminary investigation,
he met the woman in office
again on Tuesday and tried to
force her into remaining in the
relationship. He then alleged-
ly pushed her off the building.

The sector-49 police sta-
tion was alerted by local peo-
ple about a woman “jumping
off ” the office building and
being taken to a hospital by
“her family”.  Gaurav was not
responding to any phone calls.
He was tracked through elec-
tronic surveillance and caught
by a police team, which was
accompanied by the woman's
family, Dwivedi said.

Police claimed that Gaurav
then narrated the entire episode
and confessed to the crime.
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In order to further monetise
its assets, Indian Railway is

planning to name platforms of
its leading stations. Northern
Railway sources said some
platforms of New Delhi
Railway Station (NDLS) will be
branded as 'Bail Kolhu' and
'Nourish', as the Railways has
granted naming rights to an
Uttar Pradesh-based FMCG
company. This is on the lines of
Delhi Metro Stations which
have been christened with a
corporate brand as prefix to
their existing local name.

The Railways said that the
contract has been awarded for
naming rights of NDLS plat-
forms under the New,
Innovative Non-Fare Revenue
Ideas Scheme to Hybrid Media,

which further tied up with the
FMCG firm BL Agro.

With this deal, the FMCG
company has become the first
such firm to be granted nam-
ing rights to platforms, number
14, 15 and 16 in this case. 

The tenure of the rights
with the firm is for one year ini-
tially, starting this October,
said a statement issued by the
company on Wednesday. 

This is the first time that
such a tie-up with private play-
ers has been made, the officials
said. With this agreement, plat-
forms 14 and 15 of NDLS will
be branded as ‘Nourish
Platform 14 and 15' and plat-
form 16, which is the one on
the Ajmeri Gate side of the sta-
tion, will be branded as ‘Bail
Kolhu Platform 16'.

The deal gives the firm
naming rights in the platform

area, allowing panels, bill-
boards, and vinyl wrapping to
sport ‘Bail Kolhu's’ celebrity
endorsers Manoj Bajpayee,
Pankaj Tripathi, and
Nawazuddin Siddiqui, and
Nourish's brand ambassador
Shilpa Shetty, the statement
said.

Leads Brand Connect, a
creative and advertising agency,
has conceptualized, created
and executed the naming rights
of all three platforms in its
entirety for the FMCG firm.
This encompasses beautifying
the platforms, creating pink
cubicles for women, alongside
creating experience zone for
the brands, the statement said,
adding that it will also take care
of the upkeep and mainte-
nance of the branded infra-
structure. 
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Stressing the need for oper-
ational readiness of the

forces to be always at the peak
level, Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh on Wednesday said they
should be prepared for any
operational contingencies. 

His remarks came in the
backdrop of tension between
India and China at the Line of
Actual Control(LAC)in Eastern
Ladakh.

Underlining this factor
while interacting with the top
brass of the Army during its
ongoing Commanders’
Conference here, Rajnath
reasserted the faith of the bil-
lion-plus citizens in the Indian
Army as one of the most trust-
ed and inspiring organisations
in the country. The comman-
ders are reviewing the existing
security scenario at the LAC
and the Line of
Control(LOC)with Pakistan in
Jammu and Kashmir.

Rajnath commended the
Army’s efforts to develop niche
technologies in collaboration
with civil industries, including

premier educational institu-
tions and thereby progressing
towards the aim of
‘Modernisation through
Indigenisation’ or ‘Atam
Nirbharta’.

The Minister also compli-
mented the Army for main-
taining a high operational
readiness towards ensuring
security and national sover-
eignty.  His interaction was pre-
ceded by a briefing the
“Transformational imperatives
for a future ready force” plans
of the Indian Army.

The Army Commanders’
Conference, an apex level bian-
nual event, started here on
Monday and will end on Friday.

During the event, the  Army
top brass is comprehensively
deliberating upon all aspects of
existing security scenarios and
challenges for the present secu-
rity apparatus.   

In addition, the confer-
ence is also focusing on issues
pertaining to organisational
restructuring, logistics, admin-
istration, human resource man-
agement, modernisation
through indigenisation and
induction of niche technolo-
gies. The anti-terror operation
in Jammu and Kashmir as well
as the overall situation in the
Union Territory are also on the
agenda of the conference,
sources said.
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The high-profile Malabar
exercise involving navies of

India, US, Japan and Australia
commenced in Japan on
Wednesday off the coast of
Yokosuka Island near the East
China sea.  The four navies are
part of the Quad combine.

The exercise is taking place
in the backdrop of China
adopting an aggressive posture
in the region and criticizing the
formation of the Quad claim-
ing it will lead to militarization
of the Indo-Pacific and other
regions.

Indian war ships Shivalik
and INS Kamorta are taking
part in the 10-day high-voltage
exercise hosted by the Japan
Maritime Self-Defense Force
(JMSDF), officials said here.

The opening ceremony of
the exercise was attended by
Commander of Indian Navy's

Eastern Fleet Rear Admiral
Sanjay Bhalla, Commander in
Chief of Self Defense Fleet of
Japanese Navy Vice Admiral
Yuasa Hideki, Commander of
US Navy's Seventh Fleet Vice
Admiral Karl Thomas and
Commander of Australian
Fleet Rear Admiral Jonathan
Earley.

"The multilateral exercise
Malabar between the navies of
India, Japan, US and Australia
began today with an opening
ceremony hosted by the
JMSDF onboard JS Hyuga at
Yokosuka," said a spokesperson
of the Indian Navy.  The exer-
cise will feature a number of

complex drills involving several
frontline warships and other
assets of the four navies.

Following India's invita-
tion, Australia participated in
the Malabar exercise in 2020,
effectively making it a drill by
all four member nations of the
Quad or Quadrilateral coali-
tion. Australia participated in
last year's exercise as well.

The Malabar exercise start-
ed in 1992 as a bilateral drill
between the Indian Navy and
the US Navy in the Indian
Ocean. Japan became a per-
manent member of the exercise
in 2015.

This annual exercise was
conducted off the coast of
Guam in 2018 and off the
coast of Japan in 2019.

In 2020, the exercise was
hosted in two phases in the Bay
of Bengal and the Arabian Sea.
Last year, the mega wargame
took place off the coast of
Guam in the Western Pacific.
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Aday after Union Minister
Nitin Gadkari heaped

praise on former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh for
the economic reforms in the
country, Opposition parties,
including the Congress,
applauded his “courage to speak
out the truth” against his party
and other tall leaders of the BJP.

Manmohan’s party,
Congress, also got an opportu-
nity to take a swipe at Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman

for her remarks a few weeks ago
calling the 1991 reforms "half-
baked" and said "master chef "
Nitin Gadkari" has baked it fully
by paying fulsome tributes to
the former PM.

The NCP and TMC too

acknowledged Gadkari’s opin-
ion even as parties like the BJD
which never aligned with the
Congress dubbed Gadkari a
‘hardworking Union Minister’.

The Opposition parties
referred to Gadkari’s praise for

Manmohan Singh at an awards
ceremony on Tuesday.

“The country is indebted to
Manmohan Singh for liberalis-
ing the economy and giving it
a new direction,” Gadkari had
stated leading to ripples in the
political circles including the
ruling and the Opposition. 

Gadkari also recalled that
he could raise money to build
roads in Maharashtra when he
was a minister in Maharashtra
in the mid-1990s due to eco-
nomic reforms initiated by the
former Prime Minister.

Gadkari was recently axed

from the BJP’s Parliamentary
Board, which was attributed to
the differences between him
and the duo of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Home
Minister Amit Shah.

Taking a dig at Sitharaman,
Congress general secretary in-
charge communications Jairam
Ramesh said, "On 16th
September, Madam Finance
Minister had belittled 1991
reforms by terming it 'half-
baked'. 

Yesterday, the MasterChef
Gadkari has baked it fully and
well by paying fulsome tributes

to Dr. Manmohan Singh for the
1991 economic reforms." "I
hope she can digest it now,"
Ramesh said on Twitter.

Bureaucrat turned politi-
cian and TMC Rajya Sabha MP
Jawhar Sircar said, “Good to
hear Manmohan Singh being
acknowledged by the BJP, but
@nitin_gadkari has always been
quite above pettiness.”

NCP leader Rohit Pawar
said his respect for Gadkari
increased “further as a cultured
face in politics and a firm
leader who accepted facts with
a big heart”.

“Gadkari ji is a very senior
and respected politician of the
country. He has authenticated
what the former PM in his last
media conference had
remarked that history will be
more kind to him than the con-
temporary India,” said Shiv
Sena leader and Rajya Sabha
MP Priyanka Chaturvedi.

BJD member Tathagata
Satpathy said Gadkari was a
“hard-working person” who
was determined to prove that
good work could be done even
if the government was bad.
“Even in the darkest of night, a

single star looks bright,” he
remarked.

Former Congress
spokesperson Sanjay Jha tweet-
ed: “If @nitin_gadkari was the
BJP choice for Prime Minister,
India’s political culture would
not be toxic. Or as confronta-
tional.” 

Congress Rajya Sabha MP
Vivek Tankha said Gadkari
“believes in giving respect to the
Opposition parties and there is
no hesitation in sharing the
stage with such a person, both
of us aim for the country and
society.”
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With the Congress terming
as “shocking” the usage

of lotus, which is also BJP’s
election symbol, in the official
logo for India's presidency of
G20, the BJP on Wednesday
asked the Opposition party if
it would remove ‘Kamal’ from
the name of  former Madhya
Pradesh Chief Minister and
party veteran Kamal Nath. The
BJP termed the Congress as
“anti-Hindu” for opposing the
national flower that is also
used to worship Goddess
Lakshmi.

Congress general secretary
in-charge communications
Jairam Ramesh said on Twitter,
"Over 70 years ago, Nehru
rejected the proposal to make
Congress flag the flag of India.
Now, BJP's election symbol
has become official logo for
India's presidency of G20!
While shocking, we know by
now that Mr.Modi & BJP won't

lose any opportunity to pro-
mote themselves shameless-
ly!"

BJP spokesperson Shehzad
Poonawalla retorted: "Lotus
happens to be our National
Flower! It also happens to be
the aasan of Maa Lakshmi - Are
you opposed to our national
flower? Will you remove Kamal
from name of Kamal Nath?
Btw Rajiv also means Kamal !
Hope you see no agenda
there!!!", he said taking a swipe
at the Congress.

Launching  a fresh attack
on the Congress and the AAP
over some controversial
remarks by their leaders about

religion,  the BJP said  secu-
larism for them meant express-
ing hatred towards Hinduism.

Another BJP spokesper-
son Sudhanshu Trivedi also
took on the Congress for ques-
tioning the use of lotus in G20
logo, saying: "The opposition
party should know that lotus is
the national flower and it was
selected by the Congress gov-
ernment. So, the current gen-
eration of its leaders should
have some respect for their
ancestors' decision."

Trivedi also sought to
know the Congress' credentials
from Rahul Gandhi, after the
party's Karnataka working
president Satish Jarkiholi
allegedly remarked that the
word 'Hindu' was derived from
Persian and it meant "dirty".

The saffron party further
highlighted a mass conversion
in Chhattisgarh's
Rajanandgaon, in which the
city mayor from the Congress
reportedly participated.  "What

mantra is Rahul ji blowing in
the ears of the people during
his Bharat Jodo Yatra?...Not to
hesitate to hurt Hindu senti-
ments if that fetches votes?"
Trivedi said during a press
conference at the BJP head-
quarters here.

He claimed that the
Congress had once termed
Hindus "terrorists", and now
leaders of the "newest party"
(AAP), too, were hurting the
sentiments of Hindus.

"Both these (AAP and
Congress) proponents of secu-
lar politics express hatred and
disrespect towards Hinduism
and the feelings of Hindus.
That for them is the meaning
of secularism," Trivedi said.

"Now what do young
politician (Rahul Gandhi) and
'bagula bhagat' (pretentious
devout Arvind Kejriwal) have
to say about the insensitive
remarks of their party leaders?
It shows their double charac-
ter," he said. 
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In a bid to pitch India as an
uplinking hub, the

Government on Tuesday
announced relaxation in guide-
lines for compliance for tele-
vision channels and also made
a 30-minute daily public inter-
est broadcast mandatory,
mainly for entertainment
channels.

The 'Guidelines for
Uplinking and Downlinking of
Television Channels in India,
2022',  which have been
approved by the Union
Cabinet, allow limited liabili-
ty partnerships and companies
to allow uplinking of foreign
channels from Indian tele-
ports for beaming content in
countries covered by the satel-
lite footprint.

The move is expected to
allow television channels of
Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka
and Nepal to uplink from

India, instead of Singapore, the
preferred uplinking hub for
channels beamed in the sub-
continent. Currently, only 30
channels are uplinked from
India out of the total 897 reg-
istered with the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting,
officials said.

"Requirement for seeking
permission for live telecast of
events has been done away
with; only prior registration of
events to be telecast live would
be necessary," Sanjiv Shankar,
Joint Secretary (Broadcasting)
said in a presentation to the
media here.

He said there would be no
requirement of prior permis-
sion for change of language or
conversion of mode of trans-
mission from Standard
Definition (SD) to High
Definition (HD) or vice versa.

The channel will only have
to inform the ministry about
the changes, he said.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has

issued fresh summons to
Jharkhand Chief Minister
Hemant Soren to appear at
its regional office in Ranchi
on November 17 for ques-
tioning in connection with a
money laundering probe
linked to illegal mining in
the State.

The move comes after
Soren skipped the ED sum-
mons for November 3 when
he was asked to appear at 11
AM.

While skipping the ear-
lier summons, Soren had
sought three weeks' time to
appear before the agency
for questioning in the money
laundering case.

The agency received a
communication from the
Chief Minister's Office in
which Soren has sought at
least three weeks time to
depose before it, sources
had said.

The CM had expressed
his inability to appear before
the agency on November 3
citing official commitments.

The CM had then left for
Chhattisgarh to attend a

“pre-scheduled” tribal pro-
gramme.

On November 3, Soren,
while addressing party sup-
porters near his residence,
said, "The ED has sum-
moned me following a con-
spiracy. Come and arrest
me if I have committed a
crime instead of sending
summonses for questioning.
I am neither afraid nor wor-
ried. Rather I am emerging
stronger.  If  people of
Jharkhand wish, opponents
will not find a place to hide."  

The ED has arrested
Soren's political aide Pankaj
Mishra and two others —
local muscleman Bachhu
Yadav and Prem Prakash —
in this case.

The agency has said it
has "identified" proceeds of
crime relating to illegal min-
ing in the State to the tune
of over Rs 1,000 crore till
now.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will be on a two-day

visit to four southern States of
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu,
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
from Friday. He will attend sev-
eral events, including the
launch of development initia-
tives.

Modi will begin his pro-
gramme with a visit to
Karnataka where he will pay
floral tributes to the statues of
saint-poets Kanaka Dasa and
Maharshi Valmiki in
Bengaluru,                an official
statement said

He will flag off Vande
Bharat Express and Bharat
Gaurav Kashi Darshan train in
the city and later inaugurate
Terminal 2 of the Kempegowda
International Airport. He is
also scheduled to unveil the
108-feet bronze statue of
Nadaprabhu Kempegowda fol-
lowed by a public function in
Bengaluru. Later on Friday
afternoon, Modi will attend the
36th convocation ceremony of
Gandhigram Rural Institute at
Dindigul in Tamil Nadu.
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The Supreme Court on
Wednesday deferred to

November 24 the hearing on a
batch of pleas challenging the
Centre's 2016 decision to
demonetise currency notes of
denomination of Rs 500 and Rs
1000. A five-judge constitution
bench headed by Justice S A
Nazeer adjourned the matter
after Attorney General R
Venkataramani sought time to
file a comprehensive affidavit in
the matter.

AG Venkataramani apolo-
gised to the bench also com-
prising Justices B R Gavai, A S
Bopanna, V
Ramasubramanian, and B V
Nagarathna, for not being able
to prepare the comprehensive
affidavit and sought a week's
time. Senior advocate Shyam
Divan, representing petitioner
Vivek Narayan Sharma, said
this is highly unusual to ask a
Constitution Bench for
adjournment. Senior advocate
and former Finance Minister P
Chidambaram, appearing for
one of the parties, said this is
an embarrassing situation. 

Justice Nagarathna
observed that normally the
Constitution Bench does not
rise like this and this is very

embarrassing. The top court
granted one week time to the
Centre to file an affidavit. The
bench was hearing a batch of 58
petitions challenging the
Centre's November 8, 2016
decision to demonetise the
currency notes.

On December 16, 2016, a
bench headed by then Chief
Justice TS Thakur had referred
the question of the validity of
the decision and other related
matters to a larger bench of five
judges for an authoritative pro-
nouncement. 
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The Supreme Court
on Wednesday said

it was considering
allowing house arrest
request of activist
Gautam Navlakha
incarcerated in connection with
the Elgar Parishad-Maoist link
case. The top court asked
Additional Solicitor General S
V Raju, appearing for the
National Investigation Agency
(NIA), to seek instructions
and inform it about restrictions
that can be placed on Navlakha
while keeping him under house
arrest for few days. A bench of
justices K M Joseph and
Hrishikesh Roy said it will
pass the order Thursday after
hearing the ASG.

"He is a 70-year-old man.
We don't know how long he

will live. Certainly, he is going
towards the inevitable. It's not

that we are going to
release him on bail.
He is not going to
enjoy the default bail
which comrade Sudha
(Bharadwaj) got... We
are conscious that we

have to tread carefully. We
agree that house arrest as an
alternative has to be used care-
fully... 

"We are concerned about
what restriction would you
like to place. Place whatever
restrictions. It's not that he is
going to destroy the country...
At least let him remain in
house arrest for a few days. Let's
try to work it out," the bench
said. Senior advocate Kapil
Sibal, appearing for Navlakha,
said the medical reports show
that there's no possibility of
him being treated in jail.
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In a boost to the private sec-
tor in Defence manufac-

turing, Bharat Forge has
bagged an export order worth
$155 million for a 155mm
artillery platform.  The com-
pany, however, has not named
the customer.

A statement by the
defence manufacturer on
Wednesday said its  subsidiary
Kalyani Strategic Systems Ltd
has secured the order.  The
order is for a "non-conflict
zone" and that it is a "great tes-
tament" to the government's
'Aatma-Nirbhar Bharat' (self-
reliant India) agenda and its
sustained push to promote
exports of Indigenously
Designed Developed and
Manufactured (IDDM)
advanced defence platforms
from India," the company
said.

The defence ministry has
set a goal of a turnover of USD
25 billion (Rs 1.75 lakh crore)
in defence manufacturing in
the next five years that includ-
ed an export target of USD 5
billion (Rs 35,000 crore) worth
of military hardware.  In the
last few years, the government
has taken a series of measures
to promote domestic defence
production.

Bharat Forge has expertise
in design, development, engi-
neering and manufacturing in
systems and subsystems space
for artillery guns, armoured
fighting vehicles, protected
vehicles, ammunition, defence
electronics and small arms
among others.

Last month, Bharat Forge
Ltd signed an agreement with
American technology major
General Atomics for collabo-
ration in developing Lithium-
Ion battery system for use by
the Indian Navy.
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The district magistrates of
31 districts and the home

secretaries of nine States have
been given powers to grant
Indian citizenship to the
Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists,
Jains, Parsis and Christians
coming to the country from
Afghanistan, Bangladesh and
Pakistan under the
Citizenship Act, 1955.

According to the annual
report of the Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) for 2021-22,
from April 1 to December 31,
2021, a total of 1,414 foreign-
ers belonging to these minor-
ity communities of Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Afghanistan
were given Indian citizenship
by registration or naturalisation
under the Citizenship Act,
1955.

The move to grant Indian
citizenship to the Hindus,
Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis
and Christians coming to the
country from Afghanistan,
Bangladesh and Pakistan
under the Citizenship Act,
1955 and not under the con-
troversial  Citizenship
(Amendment) Act,  2019
(CAA) bears significance. 

The CAA also provides
for granting Indian citizenship
to these non-Muslims coming
from Afghanistan, Bangladesh
and Pakistan. 

However, the rules under
the CAA have not been
framed by the government yet
and hence, no one so far has
been granted Indian citizen-
ship under it.

The annual report of the
MHA said the Centre dele-
gated its powers to grant
Indian citizenship by regis-
tration or naturalisation in
respect of foreigners belong-
ing to the Hindu, Sikh, Jain,
Buddhist, Christian or Parsi
communities from Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Afghanistan
to the collectors of 13 more
districts and the home secre-
taries of two more states in
2021-22. 

"With this, collectors of 29
districts and home secretaries
of nine states have been
authorised to grant citizenship
in respect of the aforesaid cat-
egory of migrants," the report
said. 

The district magistrates of
Gujarat's Anand and Mehsana
were also given similar pow-
ers last month.
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Aam Aadmi Party’s Gujarat
unit president Gopal Italia

will contest the upcoming state
Assembly election from
Katargam in Surat district,
AAP national convener Arvind
Kejriwal said on Wednesday
while stressing on the partici-
pation of youth in politics.

AAP’s Gujarat general sec-
retary Manoj Sorathiya will
contest from Karanj Assembly
seat in Surat, Delhi Chief
Minister Kejriwal said in a
tweet.

The AAP has so far
announced the names of its 158
candidates for elections to the
182-member Gujarat Assembly
which will be held in two
phases on December 1 and 5.

Italia and Sorathiya are
also among the 20 ‘star cam-
paigners’ whose names were
announced by the AAP on

Tuesday for the Gujarat
Assembly polls.

The AAP’s star campaign-
ers include Kejriwal, Punjab
Chief Minister Bhagwant
Mann, Delhi Deputy CM
Manish Sisodia, other leaders
like Sanjay Singh, Raghav
Chadha, Harbhajan Singh and

Isudan Gadhvi.
“The participation of youth

in politics is essential. In
Gujarat, our state president
and popular youth Gopal Italia
will contest from Surat’s
Katargam Assembly seat and
state general secretary Manoj
Sorathiya will contest elections
from Karanj Assembly seat. I
wish all the best to both the
youth,” Kejriwal tweeted.

Earlier, Italia and Sorathiya
were in the race for the AAP’s
chief ministerial face in
Gujarat, but the party last week
announced that former TV
anchor and journalist Isudan
Gadhvi would be its CM can-
didate for the next month’s
Assembly polls.

Italia, a leader from the
influential Patidar community,
played a key role in the quota
agitation in 2015. He previously
worked as a clerk in a govern-
ment office.
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Amid massive drug busts
from across the country, of

late, Union Home Minister
Amit Shah on Wednesday called
for the maximum utilisation of
“anti-drone technology” to pre-
vent cross-border smuggling of
narcotics through drones.

Shah said narcotics not
only ruin the youth of the
country but money earned from
it also affects the internal secu-
rity of the country and the agen-
cies must work together for its
complete destruction. 

“We have to make maxi-
mum use of anti-drone tech-
nology to stop smuggling of
drugs from across the border
through drones,” he added.

He further said, “We also
have to make the country’s
coastal security impenetrable,
for this we should keep a close
eye on even the smallest and
most isolated port.”

Shah’s directions came as he

chaired a high-level meeting of
Intelligence Bureau (IB) officials
from across the country here.
He reviewed the internal secu-
rity situation in the country, and
sought synergy between various
agencies to tackle the chal-
lenges.

In recent times, there have

been instances of major drug
hauls across the country.

In April this year, the
Narcotics Control Bureau
(NCB) had seized 50 kg “high
quality” heroin, another 47 kg
“suspected” narcotics, 30 lakh
drug money in cash, cash count-
ing machines and other incrim-

inating material from a resi-
dential premises in Jamia Nagar,
Shaheen Bagh on a tip off.
Besides the seizure, the NCB
also arrested an Indian nation-
al in this case as it busted an
international heroin traffick-
ing network. The seizure is also
remarkable as it was made from
a residential area.

During the meeting, exten-
sive discussions were held on
various issues related to nation-
al security including counter ter-
rorism, threats from extremism,
cyber security related issues,
border related aspects and
threats from cross border ele-
ments to the integrity and sta-
bility of the nation, the Union
Home Ministry said in a state-
ment.

The Home Minister said
that the Intelligence Bureau
(IB) has made a very important
contribution in maintaining
peace in the country since
Independence anonymously
without any expectations.
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With her party steadily losing popularity
in the wake of a spate of scams that

has seen a number of her senior party col-
leagues going to jail, Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on Wednesday tended to
play to the Matua (a scheduled caste com-
munity) and the Muslim galleries promis-
ing not to let Citizenship Amendment Act
(CAA) implemented in Bengal.

Accusing the BJP of using CAA as an
electoral gimmick ahead of elections
Banerjee said “whenever there are elections
the BJP uses CAA … they are using the
CAA issue to mislead the people this time
round as there are elections in Gujarat.”

Banerjee who was visiting Nadia dis-
trict 100 miles north of Kolkata said.
Saying that in the name of CAA and NRC
the BJP was trying to get the names of is
supporters from other States in the voters’
lists in Bengal Banerjee said “in the name
of CAA and NRC they will snatch your
rights and enlist their own men in the vot-
ers’ list.” She said that the BJP was forced
to bring in the CAA issue as the “situation
is changing fast in the country and its (BJP’s)
position too is weakening … so they are try-
ing to raise such issues to divide the vot-
ers.”

Iterating that the Matuas were had
always been citizens of India and that there
was no need to bring new devices to accord
citizenship to them she asked, “is it the BJP

that will decide who is a citizens and who
is not? Matuas had always been the citizens
of this country … had they not been the cit-
izens then how they had been taking part
in elections for all these years?”

Matuas are a Scheduled Caste
(Namashudra) community that had been

migrating to India in hordes after
Independence and particularly after the
1971 Bangladesh war primarily as a result
of religious persecution in that country.

Presently the Matua community
account for about a tenth of Bengal’s pop-
ulation and has an influence in about more
than 50 Assembly seats mostly in Nadia,
North and South 24 Parganas, Burdwan,
Hooghly and some parts of North Bengal.

A traditional vote base of the Left they
shifted allegiance to the TMC post 2009 and
then from 2019 a large section of the com-
munity had been voting for the BJP appar-
ently with a hope to get additional benefits
should the CAA get implemented in
Bengal. Saying that her Government had
already granted free landholdings to the
Matua settlements regularised the Matua
colonies in various parts of the State
Banerjee said “if these are not granting legal
rights to the Matua community then what
is?” and asked if the Matuas were not the
citizens of India then to whom the BJP lead-
ers from the Centre would visit every elec-
tion. She said she would never let CAA or
NRC get implemented in Bengal. “I am
ready to give up my life but I will never let
them (the BJP) to play the separatist game
by implementing CAA in Bengal … there
will be no CAA here.”

Alleging that the BJP was fanning sep-
aratism in Bengal by “instigating the
Rajbanshis, Gorkhas” in North Bengal
and the Matuas in the southern part of the
State, Banerjee said “as the BJP has no good
performance to showcase to the people they
are trying to play the divide and rule pol-
icy.”  Banerjee said, “Today States like Bihar,
Jharkhand have gone out of BJP’s hand …
similarly people of many other States are not
happy with them … the party is fast losing
its support base and so they are trying to
play divisive games … but they will not suc-
ceed and not come to power in 2024.”
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The Centre’s flagship health-
care scheme Ayushman

Bharat – Pradhan Mantri Jan
Arogya Yojana (PMJAY) —is
not ticking the right boxes in
Meerut, a tier-2 city adjoining
the national Capital, as a team
of researchers has found.

It noted that at least 64.5
per cent hospitals surveyed
were not satisfied with the
health benefit packages under
the scheme while 77.4 per cent
hospitals perceived the scheme
to be poorer as compared to
private health insurance.

The  health providers
attributed the dismal response
to poor grievance redressal,
poor claim processing and set-
tlement, denial of reimburse-

ment of health packages, poor
rates of health packages and lit-
tle information about the
scheme that was launched in
2018.

The study, published in
the Indian Journal of
Community Medicine was
conducted in hospitals of
Meerut in Uttar Pradesh.

The authors noted that
surveyed hospital authorities
reported various hurdles in
the implementation of the
scheme.

“There definitely remains a
huge scope for further
improvements so as to enhance
the insurance coverage in the
country,” they said after sur-
veying eight public and 23 pri-
vate hospitals through simple
random sampling from the list
of PMJAY empanelled hospi-
tals.

The PMJAY Medical
Officer co-ordinators in the
empanelled hospitals were
interviewed using a pre-
designed and pretested ques-

tionnaire. 
“Among the 31 empan-

elled hospitals studied, 93.5 per
cent were satisfied with the
process for empanelment
under PMJAY.  

‘However, 64.5 per cent
hospitals were not satisfied
with the health benefit pack-
ages,” said the report titled
‘Implementation challenges of
Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya
Yojana: A Cross- Sectional
study in Meerut, Uttar Pradesh’.

Similarly, at least 77.4 per
cent hospitals perceived the
PMJAY to be poorer as com-
pared to private health insur-
ance with reasons being poor
grievance redressal, poor claim
processing and settlement,
denial of reimbursement of
health packages, poor rates of
health packages and little infor-
mation about the scheme.  

The gaps pointed out in the
study may provide food for
thought for the authorities to
plug the gaps in the tier-2
cities.

The team consisted of
researchers namely Niharika
Verma, Tanveer Bano,
Harivansh Chopra, Ganesh
Singh and Chhaya Mittal, all
from Lala Lajpat Rai Memorial
Medical College in Meerut in
Uttar Pradesh.

The PMJAY provides
health cover of Rs. 5 lakh per
family per year for secondary
and tertiary care hospitalization
to the bottom 40 per cent of the
Indian population.

Health insurance plays an
important role for betterment
of health providing effective
and efficient health care for cit-
izens, most especially for the
poor and vulnerable. Only
37.2% of India’s total popula-
tion is covered under any
health insurance scheme
(Public or Private). 

Even with the availability of
various insurance schemes.
According to reports, an esti-
mated 6 crore people are
impoverished due to cata-
strophic health expenditure.
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KSudhakaran, the mercurial
president of Kerala Pradesh

Congress Committee, on
Wednesday disclosed that he
had helped the RSS during his
days in the Congress (O) in the
1970s. “I have helped the RSS
with men from my side when
they were denied their rights to
stage the Sakhas in Kannur, my
native district. It was not
because of my love for the RSS.
Wherever there is violation of
democratic rights and freedom
of movement, I will oppose it
tooth and nail,” said Sudhakaran
while delivering the MV
Raghavan Memorial Speech at
Kannur on Wednesday.

He said one need not be on
the same page with the rivals to
extend a helping hand to them.

“The freedom of expression, lib-
erty, justice and right to life are
important to all irrespective of
differences in political ideolo-
gies. I will safeguard the demo-
cratic rights of all people
enshrined in the Constitution,”
declared Sudhakaran.

Interestingly, Sudhakaran
and Raghavan (a former
CPI(M) leader who was ousted
from the party and formed
CMP which later became a
constituent of the Congress-led
UDF) were sworn enemies dur-
ing the latter’s CPI(M) days.
Sudhakaran is credited with
the emergence of Congress as a
major force in Malabar (the four
northern districts of
Malappuram, Kozhikode,
Kannur and  Kasaragod) which
earned him the title the ‘Lion of
Malabar.’ 
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The Samajwadi Party has
announced it will contest

the upcoming bypolls for
Mainpuri Lok Sabha con-
stituency and Rampur Sadar
and Khatauli Assembly seats in
Uttar Pradesh in alliance with
Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD).

The SP, on Wednesday,
tweeted, “Samajwadi Party and
Rashtriya Lok Dal will contest
the upcoming by-elections to
be held in UP together. The SP
candidates will contest the
Mainpuri Lok Sabha and
Rampur assembly seats and the
RLD candidate will contest
from Khatauli assembly seat.”

The SP and RLD contest-
ed the UP assembly polls in
alliance earlier this year. The

Mainpuri Lok Sabha seat fell
vacant after the demise of SP
founder and patriarch
Mulayam Singh Yadav.

The Rampur and Khatauli
seats fell vacant after sitting
MLAs Mohammad Azam
Khan of the SP and Vikram
Singh Saini were disqualified
from the membership of the
state assembly following their
conviction by court in separate
cases.

While Azam Khan was
convicted for three years in a
hate speech case, Saini was sen-
tenced to two years’ imprison-
ment in a case of 2013 riot in
Kawal town of Muzaffarnagar
district. Even before the
announcement of the bypolls,
the RLD had started political
mobilisation in the con-

stituency, which it last won a
decade ago during the 2012
assembly polls.

Taking a lead over the oth-
ers, the RLD will hold a road
show and two public meetings,
which will be addressed by
party chief Jayant Chaudhary
in Khatauli next week. The
RLD workers are already
camping in the constituency to
ensure a good turnout of peo-
ple at the road show and the
rallies.

“Our preparations were
going on even when people
were saying that there would be
no by-election in Khatauli.
People of Khatauli will now get
another chance. I have full faith
they will elect a positive can-
didate,” said RLD leader Anil
Dubey.
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As world leaders hold talks
at the COP27 meeting on

climate change in Sharm El
Sheikh, Egypt, the World
Health Organisation (WHO)
has issued a grim reminder
about the climate crisis con-
tinuing to make people sick
and jeopardizing lives, and
called for keeping health at the
core of the critical negotiations.

To drive home its point,
the WHO has said that the
direct damage costs to health
(i.e., excluding costs in health-
determining sectors such as
agriculture and water and san-
itation), due to the climate cri-
sis, is estimated to be between
$2–4 billion per year by 2030.

“Climate change is making
millions of people sick or more
vulnerable to disease all over
the world and the increasing
destructiveness of extreme
weather events disproportion-
ately affects poor and margin-
alized communities,” Dr
Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-

General, said as he noted that
the climate emergency is caus-
ing an intensification of floods,
drought, severe storms, both in
severity and frequency.

“It is crucial that leaders
and decision makers come
together at COP27 to put
health at the heart of the nego-
tiations,” he said.

“Our health depends on
the health of the ecosystems
that surround us, and these
ecosystems are now under
threat from deforestation, agri-
culture and other changes in
land use and rapid urban
development. 

“The encroachment ever
further into animal habitats is
increasing opportunities for
viruses harmful to humans to
make the transition from their
animal host,” he said. 

Between 2030 and 2050,
climate change is expected to
cause approximately 250 000
additional deaths per year
from malnutrition, malaria,
diarrhoea and heat stress.

Dr Kavita Singh, Director
South Asia ( India), Drug for
Neglected Diseases Initiative (

DNDi) agreed. 
She said that, the case in

point is the rising cases of
dengue and dengue fever in
uncharted regions like France.

“The unexpected surge of
Dengue cases, termed an “out-
break”, in France should force
the world to take note of cli-
mate change as one of the pri-
mary reasons behind its
(dengue cases) occurrence in
the European nation – which
normally reports only a few
cases of the deadly disease.

“France has reported over
60 cases so far this year of
Dengue as against half-a-dozen
odd numbers earlier. As the
surge in an hitherto less chart-
ed territory comes during the
COP27 Summit in Egypt, there
is a need for the world leaders
to take the climate change-
induced outbreak seriously
and go brainstorming over the
issue during the meet.”

She explained,  “The con-
ducive environment due to
climate change would spur
survival, reproduction and bit-
ing rate of the mosquitoes
causing vector borne disease.”
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Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi resumed the

Bharat Jodo Yatra from Biloli in
Nanded district of Maharashtra
on Wednesday morning as the
foot march entered its 63rd day.

Gandhi halted briefly at
some places to interact with
locals who had gathered to
greet him.

AICC general secretary
(organisation) K C Venugopal,
Maharashtra Congress presi-
dent Nana Patole, Mumbai
party chief Bhai Jagtap, Naseem
Khan, Vishwajit Kadam and
other party leaders walked
with Gandhi.

AICC general secretary
(communications) Jairam
Ramesh, Congress veteran
Digvijaya Singh and party
leader Kanhaiya Kumar walked
with the Seva Dal workers.

Rahul Gandhi had on
Tuesday visited a gurdwara in
Nanded and targeted the
Narendra Modi-led Central
Government over demoneti-
sation, unemployment and the
politics of hatred.
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Senior Congress leader
Jairam Ramesh on

Wednesday said his party
stands for unity while the BJP
believes in uniformity, and
asserted that their Bharat Jodo
Yatra is not “mann ki baat” but
aims to highlight people’s con-
cerns. The RSS and the BJP do
not believe in “unity in diver-
sity “ of which India is an
example, Ramesh said address-
ing a press conference in
Maharashtra’s Nanded district
during the Congress’s ongoing
foot march.

The Congress’s critics have
also been taking part in the
yatra as it is the only party
which can take on the ruling
BJP, he claimed and said the
foot march, which began on
September 7 from
Kanniyakumari (Tamil Nadu),
was not a “chunav jeeto yatra”
(for winning election).

“Only time will tell what
impact the yatra will have on
the electoral fortunes of the
Congress, but it has reener-
gised the party organisation
and infused a breathe of fresh

air,” he said. Ramesh also said
the Bharat Jodo Yatra is a
“direct conversation” between
people and senior Congress
leader Rahul Gandhi as the
public gets to see the real
Rahul Gandhi, who is not like
the BJP projects him.

“The Congress stands for
unity, while the BJP believes in
uniformity,” he said. “This is a
programme of mass contact
which we lost because we were
in office and are now redis-
covering when not in office,”
the Congress leader said.
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In a relief to Samajwadi Party
leader Azam Khan, the

Supreme Court on Wednesday
directed the Election
Commission to defer till
November 10 the issue of noti-
fication for the bypoll in
Rampur Sadar in Uttar
Pradesh, which fell vacant fol-
lowing his disqualification after
his conviction in a hate speech
case. 

A Bench headed by Chief
Justice DY Chandrachud also
directed the Rampur court to
hear and dispose of Khan’s
application for a stay on his
conviction on Thursday itself. 

The apex court was criti-
cal of the speed with which
Khan’s disqualification pro-

ceedings were done by the
Uttar Pradesh Legislative
Assembly.  “Look at the alacrity
with which you proceeded,”
observed the Bench, which
also comprised Justices Hima
Kohli and JB Pardiwala. 

Referring to some other
cases, mentioned by senior
advocate P Chidambaram,
appearing for Khan, where dis-
qualification of lawmakers were
done belatedly, the Bench said
that “you cannot pick and
choose people” and favoured
granting an opportunity to
Khan to seek legal remedy.
“The additional sessions judge
at Rampur before whom the
appeal has been filed shall pre-
pone the hearing on the appli-
cation for stay of convictionand
take it up on November 10,” the

Bench said in the order.  “The
application for stay of convic-
tion shall be disposed of on the
same day,” it added. Rejecting
the  vehement opposition of the
poll panel, the Bench said
issuance of the gazette notifi-
cation for declaring the election
schedule may be issued on or
after November 11 depending
upon the outcome of Khan’s
application of stay on convic-
tion.  The Bench said that the
lawmaker should have been
granted an opportunity to avail
legal remedy of appeal to seek
stay on the conviction to save
himself from disqualification. 

Chidambaram said that on
the very next day of Khan’s con-
viction in the case on October
27, the UP Assembly declared
his seat vacant. 
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Lucknow: Congress’ Uttar
Pradesh unit president Brijlal
Khabri, on Wednesday, indi-
cated that the party would not
contest the coming by-elections
to Rampur Assembly seat and
Mainpuri Lok Sabha con-
stituency. Khabri, however,
claimed that a final decision on
this would be taken by the cen-
tral leadership. He said that
there was no time left for by-
elections in Rampur and
Mainpuri.

“If we fight, the staff will be
stationed there for a month.
Even in the election of pan-
chayat, the ruling party made
all efforts to make the election
in its favour. We are preparing
for civic elections,” he said
while making clear the party
was focusing on ULB polls and
would not fight Assembly or
Lok Sabha bypolls. PNS
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Sir — The Karnataka state police deserve
a big pat on the back for cracking the sen-
sational murder case of retired IB officer
R N Kulkarni in Mysore. In solving the
high-profile murder,  our cops have
proved they are second to none. When it
comes to solving such high-profile cases,
the Karnataka police is a highly trained
police force that uses technology to the
maximum.

It is proven that such blind cases are
the most difficult to solve, in this case, hit-
and-run vehicles didn't have the number
plate but due to the dedication and hard
work of police officers, the use of technol-
ogy, the case was cracked in a short time
by the team led Mysore Police commission-
er, Dr Chandragupta, Another Classical
example of Karnataka police's competence
and professional integrity is the solving the
sensational case of Gowri Lankesh which
in a short time by the dedicated SIT of
Karnataka police, There was a great sense
of urgency and pressure on SIT formed to
solve this case expediently, then time and
again, everybody was asking case to be
handed over to the CBI. But then CM
Siddaramaiahji handed over this case to
SIT of Karnataka police and they solved
this case in a short time which has time and
again proved the competence of the state
police. It is now imperative on the part of
the authorities to complete the investiga-
tion in a short time and the perpetrators
of the crime are handed stringent punish-
ment. The media also deserve plaudits for
tracking the incident till the very end. In
solving this high-profile case police have
given a clear message to the criminals that
however smart they may be, police will
always find them, this has further boost-
ed the public's confidence of the public
in police.

Ramesh G Jethwani | Bengaluru
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Sir — At a time when it seemed that Russia
was lagging behind in Ukraine regarding
its objectives. At the same time, it was
learned that the Russians had handed over
the command of Ukraine to a fierce war-

rior who had long experience in killing
Syrian civilians. Since General Sergei
Surovikin was put in charge of Russian
forces in Ukraine on 8th October, then
after, Ukraine has been seen bleeding more
than ever. Perhaps it was the decision of
this ruthless general that Russia started
destroying the power stations and water fil-
ter plants of the capital Kyiv and the sur-
rounding area by attacking them.

It is said that 40 percent of the power
substations have been destroyed so far. Due
to this the whole of Ukraine is being forced
to face a severe power crisis. Winter is on
the head. If this continues, in the coming
few weeks thousands of Ukrainian citizens
will die due to the cold. Such a huge inhu-
man act is being committed by the
Russians and our Foreign Minister
Mr.Jayshankar who is visiting Moscow is
busy spreading the message of peace.
Urging both sides to hold talks. Clearly, we
are seeing that Russia is attacking a sov-
ereign country by defying all internation-
al law and India is asking both sides to solve
the problem together. Does the country
that boasts to be the biggest democracy not

have enough courage to call invaders wrong?
Does being a friend mean that whatever you
do wrong, you can't be wrong to us?

Jang Bahadur Singh | Jamshedpur
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Sir — Conference Of Parties) COP
should be TOP: "Targets Organizing
Parties" (not Timepass Of Parties) and
unrealistic targets. For that, COP-27
should first focus more on top-6 pollut-
ing nations (China, USA, Europe, India,
Brazil, and South Africa). These top 6
contribute to about 80% pollution cum
population of the world. Give the top-6
polluters bigger targets on I) % annual
increase in clean energy (with respect to
all three- solar, wind, and green hydro-
gen too) and ii) % annual reduction in
carbon emissions (country-wise). Other
150-170 nations can be tackled later or
be given smaller targets. Experts must
look into this suggestion and request.

Nivriti Madhu PV | Secunderabad
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ed 300 journals which later
increased in number. These
journals are referred to as
"indexed journals". Today
these indexes are the most
popular citation databases
known as "Web of Science"
published by Clarivate
Analytics, USA, and are acces-
sible on a subscription basis.
The company publishes
"Journal Citation Report"
(JCR) in June every year which
lists impact factors for approx-
imately 14000 journals.  

Citation analysis is useful
to reveal highly cited authors
and research, research produc-
tivity of institutes, universities,
and countries. It is also used as
one of the parameters in rank-
ing universities. Garfield pre-
dicted and also cautioned that
in the '80s that such statistical
calculations would be misused
on a large scale.

Researchers and teachers
working in universities and
colleges do not have complete
knowledge about citation data-
bases and the "impact factor"
of journals, nor do they want
to know. Taking advantage of
this, bogus predatory journals
flourished. Even print journals
were assigned an "Impact
Factor". So, taking advantage
of the ignorance of the
researchers, bogus companies
introduced more than 25 fake
impact factors. Moreover,
impact factors can be pur-

chased. There is a huge com-
petition between authors,
researchers, and publishers to
get more citations.

Even editorial board
members of credible journals,
unknowingly accept papers
based on fake information
and data sets. Artificial
Intelligence is now used for
preparing machine-generat-
ed research papers. Groups of
subject experts write papers to
earn huge sums of money.
Many companies have sprung
up all over the world to prepare
research papers for profit, are
"Paper Mills". In many cases,
the text in those papers is
meaningless.

Reputable publishers have
launched the "Gold Open
Access" publishing model in
the last few decades which is
gaining popularity among
researchers. In this, the
researcher has to pay Article
processing charges (APCs) for
publishing the papers.
Although these fees are accept-
ed only after peer review of the
paper, these fees are quite
high and range from 1.5 lakhs
to 20 lakhs or more. This
allows the readers to read the
papers freely. As papers are
open to all it is expected to
fetch more citations to increase
the impact factor of the jour-
nal.  Compared to the sciences,
humanities have fewer
research journals. As a result,

the journals indexed in citation
databases have low impact
factors. In the case of fine arts,
the path of the teacher-artist is
difficult because they must
keep their art alive even while
teaching students. As a result,
evaluating the work of teacher-
artists should be done on a dif-
ferent parameter, based on
their performances rather than
on published work.  

During COVID days there
was information about the
discovery of a vaccine and/or
cure. Thousands of papers
were published in many jour-
nals. Publishing wrong
research for personal growth is
harmful to society. Quality
information facilitates the gen-
eration of new knowledge.
Every researcher should ask
the question. What kind of
valuable knowledge are we
going to preserve for future
generations if it is based on dis-
honest research? The bogus
journals that exist to print
shoddy research, deliberately
created fabricated citations
and false impact factors are all
signs of the decline of humans
and not of progress.

(Author is Associate
Professor, Department of
Library and Information

Science and Co-ordinator,
Centre for Publication Ethics,

Savitribai Phule Pune
University, Pune. The views

expressed are personal)
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The true goal of the
research is the
improvement of the
quality of human life
through the addition

of reliable, usable knowledge.
Honestly and ethically conduct-
ed research and communication
of the results to society is a long-
drawn-out and rigorous process.
Researchers' tireless efforts, thor-
ough basic research, experimen-
tal findings, and exhaustive liter-
ature search make the research
unique. Such a study is published
as a "research paper" only after a
stringent review process (peer
review) by editors and subject
experts of credible journals. It
indicates that quality is the soul
of the research. 

But over the last few decades,
research has been linked and
made compulsory for the recruit-
ment and promotion of
researchers/teachers from high-
er educational institutions.
Therefore, the number of papers
published has been given more
importance without a thorough
evaluation of the papers them-
selves. This has led to the produc-
tion of research papers in thou-
sands of predatory journals.
Moreover, the weightage or marks
have also been assigned to papers
if published in the high "Impact
Factor" journal. As a result, the
researcher's new agenda is to pub-
lish more and more papers in
journals claiming high Impact
Factors.  

In the sixties of the 20th cen-
tury, Eugene Garfield, an
American linguist, invented a
technique to quantitatively mea-
sure the "Impact Factor" of a jour-
nal. He used the reference list
given in the research paper. A ref-
erence is a citation to an earlier
paper. Thus, the citation is the
linkage between the two papers
having a similar area of research.
A journal's impact factor is cal-
culated based on the citations
received by a particular research
paper, especially within two years
after the date of publication.
Hence, the impact factor of the
journal depends on the citations
received for papers published in
that journal. More citations result-
ed in a high impact factor for the
journal. So, the references play a
key role. Garfield initially select-
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POINTCOUNTERPOINT

We appear to be wit-
nessing a dramatic
and childlike sce-

nario,” said Pope Francis in
Bahrain on Friday. “In the
garden of humanity, instead
of cultivating our surround-
ings, we are playing instead
with fire, missiles and bombs,
weapons that bring sorrow
and death, covering our com-
mon home with ashes and
hatred.”

It’s Francis’s job to say
things like that, and he does it
with sincerity and grace. He
condemned the “childlike”
whims of “a few potentates” to
make war, and everybody
thought that sounded fine,
although nobody mentioned
any names. (Hint: the name of
the chief offending ‘potentate’
of the moment starts with ‘P’.)

But here’s the question.

Are you a child? Well, do you
at least think like a child? Are
you ignorant and powerless?
Three times ‘no’?

Well, then, if you are a
responsible adult, what did
you do the last time your
country went to war? (If you
belong to the minority whose
country hasn’t gone to war
since you have been alive, you
may skip this question—or
just use your imagination.)

The Pope means well, but
he is barking up the wrong
tree. The reason war is always
with us is not an endless sup-
ply of evil potentates with
childlike whims. It is an end-
less supply of human beings,
most of whom don’t even
have evil in their hearts.

What they do have in full
measure is a basic culture,
older than our species itself

that sees war as natural and
necessary (at least when our
side does it). There are some-
times clear aggressors and
defenders, of course, but the
roles swap around regularly
and the game never stops.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau
wouldn’t agree with me, but
he only knew the most recent
three thousand years of
human history. We know
about our distant pre-history,
and we also know about our
primates relatives (especially
the chimpanzees), and that
has taught us something very
important. Human beings
didn’t invent war. They inher-
ited it.

In the mid-20th century,
the belief that human beings
lived in peace before the
advent of civilization began to
crumble before the anthropol-

ogists’ evidence that warfare
was chronic and almost uni-
versal among hunter-gather-
ers. We are all descended
from hunter-gatherers.

Then in the 1970s prima-
tologist Jane Goodall, studying
chimpanzees in Tanzania, dis-
covered that neighbouring
chimp bands fought wars with
each other. It was low-level
war, conducted entirely by
many-on-one ambushes, but
later research revealed that the
male death toll from war aver-
aged 30 per cent per genera-
tion, and sometimes entire
bands were wiped out.

The reason for this may lie
in evolutionary biology. The
world has always been pretty
full up, and when a given
region’s food sources grow
scarcer—a drought, a flood, a
change in animal migration

routes—some of the local
inhabitants are going to starve.

If you’re a territorial ani-
mal that lives in groups, then
it pays off in the long run to
whittle away at the population
of the neighbouring groups.
When a crunch time arrives,
your more numerous group
will be able to drive away or
kill off the neighbouring band
and use its resources as well
as your own.

Chimps did not think
this strategy up, or choose it.
Neither did human beings.
Many other group-living
predators have the same strat-
egy: lions, hyenas, wolves.
Traits like aggressiveness will
vary between individuals, but
if aggression brings advan-
tages evolution will work in
favour of it.

So here we are, a very long

time later, stuck with a deeply
embedded traditional behav-
iour that no longer serves
our purposes well. In fact, it
might even wipe us out. What
can we do about it?

There’s no point in yearn-
ing for some universal Gandhi
who will change the human
heart. He doesn’t exist, and
anyway it’s not hearts that
need to change. It’s human
institution.

Actually, almost all the
military and diplomatic pro-
fessionals already know that.
Even a lot of the politicians
understand it, and in the past
century—say, since about the
middle of the First World
War—a great deal of effort has
gone into taming war and
building institutions that can
replace it.

That was what the League

of Nations was about. It’s what
the United Nations is about,
and arms control measures,
and international criminal
courts to try people who start
an aggressive war, starting
with the Nuremberg trials in
1945. It’s a work in progress,
but there has been a steep and
steady decline in the scale and
frequency of wars in the last
fifty years.

The work is far from fin-
ished, and the return of great-
power war—with nuclear
weapons this time—is an
ever-present risk. But nuclear
war is not just a threat. It’s
also a huge incentive to bring
this ancient institution under
control, and ultimately to
abolish it.

And a little prayer along
the way probably wouldn’t do
any harm.
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(Gwynne Dyer’s new book 
is The Shortest History 

of War)
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Politics is an art of reconciling con-
tradictions. India being a Union
of States has stood the test of time.
Democracy in India is now glob-
ally hailed for its vastness. Several

crises cropped up in one or the other parts
of the country, but they were all successful-
ly resolved within the democratic norms
and by the institutions of the democracy.
In all the experiences, the abiding theme has
been that for the national interests and the
larger public goods, the political difference
cannot be the impediments.

Activist Arvind Kejriwal rode the
Anna Hazare movement to come to power
in Delhi in 2013. He and his colleagues, who
had been previously sworn to an apolitical
movement, took the political plunge and
formed the Aam Aadmi Party. They broke
the oath that they had taken at the Ramlila
Ground and the Jantar Mantar in the pres-
ence of Anna Hazare. Kejriwal has no
qualms about breaking an oath. In the
course of time, he would break several oaths.

At the Jantar Mantar, Kejriwal set kan-
garoo courts to pronounce political lead-
ers guilty of corruption without offering evi-
dence. Such kangaroo courts were seen in
China in the aftermath of the 1979 revo-
lution in which innocents were killed. Late
Arun Jaitely and Union Minister Nitin
Gadkari took Kejriwal to the court for lev-
eling unsubstantiated allegations. When he
was faced with certain loss at heavy costs
in the courts for the defamation cases,
Kejriwal immediately apologized to close
the matters. At the time of making allega-
tions, he knew that he had no evidence. Yet,
he made those allegations for political gains.

Delhi is now breathless. People in Delhi
cannot breathe. The Chief Minister of Delhi
has first responsibility to the wellbeing of
the people in Delhi. Kejriwal cannot be
unaware of the constitution of the GNCTD
(Government of the National Capital
Delhi). He very well knows that the lieu-
tenant governor is the Delhi government.
The council of ministers in the national cap-
ital must take approval of the Delhi LG for
any scheme or initiative.

The arrangement as such wherein the
Delhi LG has significant executive power
is not without any rationality, for the
national capital is neither a full-fledged state
nor a Union Territory. Delhi is home to the
Central government, the international
diplomatic community, residences of the
state governments and so on. Thus, the
Delhi LG has special powers to ensure that
he works as a link for the Central and the
city government. The Delhi LG is not a
political person. He’s a Constitutional
authority, and draws power from the stat-
ue books. He will be within his rights to
ensure that the decisions taken by the city
governments are in sync with the charac-
ter of the national capital and in the larg-
er interests of the people.

Delhi LG Vinai Kumar Saxena must
have his reasons for not clearing the files
sent by the city government for its scheme
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(The author is Director,
Public Policy Research

Centre)

for Yoga for the elders in the com-
munity parks. The Delhi LG has
not yet cleared the file. But the
Kejriwal government was unfazed,
and said that it would implement
the scheme. Now there is a situa-
tion in Delhi where the council of
ministers which is mandated to
take approval of the LG is willful-
ly defying the Constitutional
authority.

This is not mandated in the
charter of the GNCTD. Also, the
senior citizens, who already have
compromised health conditions,
are being sought to be brought to
the community parks for Yoga ses-
sions when the general advisory
for them is to stay indoors, because
the national capital has turned into
a gas chamber. The Delhi LG must
have been counselled by the
experts that the elders in the
national capital may face harsh
time in the winter months, because
the farm fires in Punjab will make
Delhi a gas chamber not for days
but weeks and even months.

By openly defying the constitu-
tional arrangement, Kejriwal is
demonstrating that his idea of
alternative politics is not abiding by
democratic norms, but taking inspi-
ration from the kangaroo mindsets
as exhibited by Mao and his gang
in China in the aftermath of the
1979 revolution. This is alarming.
It may also be recalled that Kejriwal
had no functional working relations
with any of the LGs in Delhi. He
picked up quarrels with all. Najeeb
Jung was no exception.

Kejriwal led his party AAP to
level unsubstantiated allegations
against the LG, while also chal-
lenging that he should contest elec-
tions to justify his powers. This
will indeed be juvenile on the part
of Kejriwal and his party to chal-
lenge the Delhi LG to contest the
elections. This shows that Delhi
Chief Minister willfully seeks to
ignore the Constitutional arrange-
ments. Or, he has no understand-
ing of the functioning of the
Union of states. If he has no
understanding, then it should be
equally alarming for he is a Chief
Minister of a very sensitive city.

Equally strange is the call of
Kejriwal on the Gujarat campaign
trail wherein he is urging upon the
voters to take money from any party
but vote for the AAP, while also
making appeals to the BJP workers
to stay with their party but work for
his outfit. This, history teaches, is
the way Jaychands were created who
backstabbed the country.  

Protests are legitimate ways to
carry out democratic movements.
But revolt is utterly undemocratic.
This sets an ugly precedent. The
next generation of political leaders
may get the impression that revolt
is a legitimate way of politics. That
will be detrimental to the health of
democracy.

Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan and Governor Arif
Mohanmmad Khan also are report-
ed to have differences on several
matters. Lately, Khan has put his
foot down on the appointments of

the vice chancellors of the state var-
sities. But Vijayan is not inciting the
workers of the CPI (M) to hit the
street against Khan. Kerala Chief
Minister is not misusing his office
to demean the Raj Bhavan. He has
taken the matter to the court.
When there is a difference of opin-
ion, the judiciary has the role to be
an arbitrator.

But what Kejriwal is doing is
simply undemocratic. This has a
ripple effect on the state adminis-
tration. The law and order situa-
tion in Punjab has collapsed. The
people in Punjab are faced with the
‘Jungle Raj’, which had made the
people in Bihar suffer for at least
15 years. There is no fear of the law
enforcement agencies in Punjab.
The lawless are emboldened. They
are taking inspiration from
Kejriwal and his party, as they have
openly been denouncing the estab-
lished norms. The result is that the
police administration has become
helpless.

Message has gone that the
writ of the crowd will run large
and the police administrations
will be subservient to the will of
the crowd. Punjab is a border and
sensitive state. Punjab has a histo-
ry that calls for an alert adminis-
tration. Pakistan is resorting to
incite separatist movement in
Punjab. In such a scenario, the rul-
ing party in Punjab, while lacking
the discipline to maintain a work-
ing relationship with the Central
Government, may end up damag-
ing the national interests.
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Villages and towns in
Ukraine saw more heavy
fighting and shelling on

Wednesday as Ukrainian and
Russian forces strained to
advance on different fronts
after more than 8 1/2 months
of war.

At least nine civilians were
killed and 24 others were
wounded in 24 hours, the
Ukrainian president's office said.
It accused Russia of using explo-
sive drones, rockets, heavy
artillery and aircraft to attack
eight regions in the country's
southeast.

Ukrainian and Russian
forces also clashed overnight
over Snihurivka, a town about 50
kilometres (30 miles) north of
the southern city of Kherson.

Ukraine's army hopes to
reclaim the Russian-occupied
city, the only regional capital
captured during Moscow's
February 24 invasion and a key
target of an ongoing counterof-
fensive.

Kirill Stremousov, the
deputy head of the Kherson
region's Kremlin-appointed
administration, said in a
Telegram post that the
Ukrainian army had “gained a
foothold” along a railway line in
Snihurivka's north.

In a separate post, he

claimed Russian forces had
repulsed the Ukrainian advance.

The Kherson region is one
of four provinces of Ukraine that
Russian President Vladimir
Putin illegally annexed and sub-
sequently placed under Russian
martial law.

The Russian military has
concentrated much of its fire-
power on securing control of the
others - Luhansk, Donetsk and
Zaporizhzhia. Earlier this week,
Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy reiterated that the
return of all occupied territory

was a condition for any peace
talks with Russia.

The Kremlin is unlikely to
give up its internationally
unrecognised claim to the
regions annexed in September
or to Crimea, which Russia
seized from Ukraine in 2014.

The president's office said
widespread Russian strikes on
Ukraine's energy system con-
tinued. Two cities not far from
Europe's largest nuclear power
plant were shelled overnight, it
said.

More than 20 residential

buildings, an industrial plant, a
gas pipeline and a power line
were reportedly damaged in
Nikopol, which lies across the
Dnieper River from the the
Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power
Plant. Further west, in the
Dnipropetrovsk region, the
Ukrainian governor reported
“massive” overnight strikes with
exploding Iranian-made drones
that wounded four energy com-
pany workers in the city of
Dnipro.

“Attacks on civilian infra-
structure are war crimes in

themselves. The Kremlin is at
war with Ukrainian civilians,
trying to leave millions of peo-
ple without water and light (for
them) to freeze in the winter,”
Gov Valentyn Reznichenko said
on Ukrainian TV.

In a related development, a
senior Russian security official
arrived in Iran for high-level
talks late on Tuesday, Russian
media reported. News of the trip
by Nikolai Patrushev, secretary
of the powerful Russian Security
Council chaired by Putin, came
days after Tehran admitted that
it had supplied Moscow with the
explosive-laden drones, after
weeks of official denials.

A Washington-based think
tank linked Patrushev's visit to
likely discussions over the pos-
sible sale of Iranian surface-to-
surface ballistic missiles to
Russia.

The Institute for the Study
of War said late on Tuesday that
the Kremlin was “continuing
efforts to covertly acquire muni-
tions for use in Ukraine, to mit-
igate the effects of internation-
al sanctions and backfill Russia's
ongoing depletion of domestic
munitions stockpiles.”

The increasingly close mil-
itary and political cooperation
between Moscow and Tehran at
the time of the war in Ukraine
has worried the United States
and other Western powers.
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North Korea fired a short-
range ballistic missile

toward its eastern sea on
Wednesday, extending a recent
barrage of weapons demonstra-
tions including what it described
as simulated attacks on South
Korean and U.S. Targets last
week.

Seoul's Joint Chiefs of Staff
said the missile was launched
from the western town of
Sukchon, north of the capital,
Pyongyang, and flew across the
country toward waters off the
North's eastern coast.

The South Korean and
Japanese militaries assessed that
the missile flew about 250 to 290

kilometers at a maximum alti-
tude of 30 to 50 kilometers. 

The relatively low trajecto-
ry seemed to align with the flight
characteristics of some of North
Korea's newer short-range
weapons designed to evade mis-
sile defences. Japanese Defence
Minister Yasukazu Hamada said
the missile landed in waters out-
side of the country's exclusive

economic zone. 
He said North Korea's inten-

sifying testing activity was “sig-
nificantly heightening” region-
al tensions and that Japan lodged
a protest with the North through
their embassies in Beijing.

South Korea's Foreign
Ministry said its nuclear envoy,
Kim Gunn, held separate tele-
phone calls with his U.S. And
Japanese counterparts to discuss
trilateral cooperation to counter
North Korea's increasing
weapons tests and growing
nuclear threat. 

South Korean officials say
the North could attempt to fur-
ther raise pressure by conduct-
ing its first nuclear test since
2017 in coming weeks.
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U.S. President Joe Biden and
his NATO counterparts will

hold their next scheduled sum-
mit in Lithuania next July, the
military alliance's top civilian
official said Wednesday, as
Russia's war on Ukraine fuels
security tensions in Europe and
the North Atlantic region.

“We face the most complex
and unpredictable security envi-
ronment since the Cold War,”
NATO Secretary-General Jens
Stoltenberg said, as he
announced that heads of state
and government from the 30
member nations would meet in
the Lithuanian capital, Vilnius,
on July 11-12, 2023. Stoltenberg
said the leaders would discuss
ways to boost the defenses of
NATO member countries near
Russia and Ukraine, and con-
tinue their support to the war-
ravaged country.

They will also review defe-
nse spending, which increased
steadily after Russia annexed
Ukraine's Crimean Peninsula in
2014 but then rose steeply after
President Vladimir Putin sent
troops into Ukraine in February.
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President Xi Jinping has said
that China's national securi-

ty is facing increased instability
and ordered the PLA to devote
all its energies to enhancing
capability and maintaining com-
bat readiness to fight and win
wars as he took charge of the
military for a record third five-
year term.

Xi, 69, has been reappoint-
ed as the General Secretary of
the ruling Communist Party of
China (CPC) and head of the
Central Military Commission
(CMC) -- the overall high com-
mand of the People's Liberation
Army (PLA) for an unprece-
dented third five-year term by
the party's once-in-a-five-year
Congress here last month.

Holding the three powerful
posts of the head of the party, the
military, and the Presidency, Xi
is the only leader besides the
party founder Mao Zedong to
continue in power after com-
pleting 10-year tenure, while all
his predecessors retired.

On Tuesday, Xi inspected
the joint operations command
centre of the CMC here which
provides vital support to the
strategic command of the CPC
Central Committee and the
CMC.

Upon arriving at the com-
mand centre, the Chinese leader
was given a briefing, the official
media reported.

In his first address to the two
million-strong military -- the
largest in the world -- as he
kicked off his third term as head
of the CMC, Xi said the world
is undergoing more profound
changes unseen in a century and
stressed that China's national
security is facing increased insta-

bility and uncertainty, and its
military tasks remain arduous.

He said the entire military
should devote all its energy to
carry out all its work for com-
bat readiness, enhance its capa-
bility to fight and win, and
effectively fulfill its missions
and tasks, state-run Xinhua
news agency reported.

Xi instructed them to res-
olutely safeguard national sov-
ereignty, security, and develop-
ment interests, and successful-
ly complete various tasks
entrusted by the party and the
people, the report said.

Though President Xi did
not mention a particular coun-
try in his address, it came amidst
growing international concern
over China's aggressive military
manoeuvring in the resource-
rich Indo-Pacific region. The
armies of China and India are
also engaged in a prolonged
standoff in eastern Ladakh.

China claims nearly all of
the disputed South China Sea,
though Taiwan, the Philippines,
Brunei, Malaysia and Vietnam
all claim parts of it.

Beijing has built artificial
islands and military installations
in the South China Sea. China

also has territorial disputes with
Japan in the East China Sea.

Xi said the military leader-
ship must focus on realising the
PLA's centennial goal – to make
the PLA a world-class armed
force by 2027, which is broadly
interpreted as making it on par
with the US armed forces.

“We must do all we can to
make this happen,” he said.

During his speech at the
party congress last month, Xi
also set “victory in local wars” as
a goal and told the PLA to
“improve training and prepara-
tion for war in all aspects and
improve the ability of the army
to fight and win”.

“We will strengthen the
normal and diversified use of
military forces, carry out mili-
tary struggles with determina-
tion and flexibility, shape the
security posture, contain crises
and conflicts, and win local
wars,” he said.

Commenting on Xi's
address to the military, retired
Air Force General Xu Qiliang,
who was the former vice-chair-
man of the CMC, said in a com-
mentary that the PLA must
prepare for a rapid transforma-
tion from peace to wartime.
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Australia's defence minister said
on Wednesday he had told the

nation's military to review secrecy
safeguards in response to concerns
that Beijing was recruiting pilots to
train the Chinese People's
Liberation Army.

Defence Minister Richard
Marles ordered the review after ask-
ing the Defence Department last
month to investigate reports that
China had approached former
Australian military personnel to
become trainers.

“In the information that has
now been provided to me by
Defence, there are enough concerns
in my mind that I have asked
Defence to engage in a detailed
examination about the policies and
procedures that apply to our former
Defence personnel, and particularly
those who come into possession of
our nation's secrets,” Marles told
reporters.

Marles declined to say whether
any Australian had provided mili-
tary training to the Chinese.

He said a joint police-intelli-
gence service task force was inves-
tigating “a number of cases” among
former service personnel.

“What we are focused on right
now is making sure that we do
examine the policies and the pro-
cedures that are currently in place
in respect of our former Defence
personnel to make sure they are
adequate,” Marles said.

“And if they are not, and if there
are weaknesses in that system,
then we are absolutely committed
to fixing them.”

Australias allies Britain and
Canada share Australia's concerns
that China is attempting to poach
military expertise.

Britain's Defence Ministry last
month issued an intelligence alert
warning former and current mili-
tary pilots against Chinese head-
hunting programmes aimed at
recruiting them.
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French President Emmanuel
Macron is to unveil

Wednesday the country's mili-
tary strategy through the end of
the decade for his nuclear-
armed country, in the midst of
Russia's war in Ukraine.

Macron is to make a speech
on the Dixmude helicopter car-
rier, docked in the
Mediterranean military base of
Toulon, which is home to more
than 24,000 troops. 

He will then be airlifted to
France's newest nuclear attack
submarine, the Suffren, before
meeting with some elite Navy
commando members.

France's so-called "national
strategic review" is meant to

define how the country's defence
will look in 2030 — but it won't
mention budget details, which
are to be provided in a later bill.

According to a French top
military official, the new strat-
egy will allow France to “reaf-
firm its ambition to be a bal-
ancing power by 2030 on the
international scene,” with a
strengthened global influence. 

The official spoke anony-
mously in line with the French
presidency's practices.

As war is back on the
European continent, France
wants to focus on boosting the
European Union's defense
capacity building — the bloc of
27 nations's security is still large-
ly dependent on the U.S. And
NATO.

“The war in Ukraine
allowed us to move forward con-
siderably on European defense,”
the French official said. 

“We now are in a situation
where France is the only coun-
try of the European Union with
the nuclear weapon. It gives us
a special responsibility."

In rare public comments
about France's nuclear doctrine,
Macron recently spoke about its
implementation in the context of
the war in Ukraine, suggesting
a potential nuclear ballistic
attack from Russia in the region
would not bring any nuclear
response from Paris.
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Late night airstrikes in eastern
Syria along the border with

Iraq targeted Iran-backed mili-
tiamen, inflicted casualties,
Syrian opposition activists said
on Wednesday.

According to two paramil-
itary officers in Iraq, some of
those killed in the attack were
Iranian nationals.

It was not immediately clear
who was behind the strikes. The
US military, which along with
Israel has carried out such strikes
in the past, said it was not
behind them and had no
involvement in the al-Qaim
attack. The Israeli army refused
to comment on the incident.

The airstrikes, shortly before
midnight on Tuesday, hit tanker
trucks carrying fuel and other
trucks carrying weapons for the
militias in Syria's eastern
province of Deir el-Zour,
according to the Britain-based
Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights, an opposition war mon-
itor.

It added that at least 14 peo-
ple, most of them militiamen,
were killed in the strike.
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Switzerland's intelligence
agency says a widening rift

between Western democracies
and autocracies like Russia and
China has underpinned a rise in
spying activities, warning that
Switzerland will move to keep
Russian agents off its soil if nec-
essary.

The Swiss Federal
Intelligence Service, in an annu-
al threat assessment presented
on Wednesday, said the Alpine
country is facing a “deteriorat-
ed” politico-security environ-
ment, in part due to fallout from
Russia's invasion of Ukraine.

It added that security and
defence cooperation in Europe
is likely to become increasingly
important for Switzerland —
which has long touted its neu-
trality.

Foreign intelligence services
in Switzerland, the report said,
are already targeting and spying
on critics of their leadership back
home or on members of ethnic
and religious minorities on Swiss
soil.

“Geneva remains a hotspot
for spying activities,” it added.
The Swiss city is home to many
international and United
Nations institutions and advo-
cacy groups.

The FIS noted that other

European countries have
expelled Russian intelligence
officers, and Switzerland “will
use tools at its disposal, and,
notably, entry bans, that can pre-
vent these intelligence officers
from entering Swiss territory.”

Foreign agents continue to
try to acquire equipment in
Switzerland that could be used
for weapons of mass destruction
programs or the devices that
could be used to deliver them,
the report said.

Turning to the internation-
al environment, the FIS said that
with Russia "pursuing imperi-
alist objectives in Ukraine above
all, its desire for conquest has
taken precedence over its eco-
nomic interests.”

It noted that Moscow's strat-
egy is likely to continue despite
military setbacks in Ukraine.
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Joe Biden's record was on the
ballot even if his name wasn't.

And no matter the final bottom
line of Tuesday's midterm elec-
tions, his presidency is set for
profound changes.

Biden watched from the
White House into the early
morning hours Wednesday,
making congratulatory calls to
more than 30 Democratic can-
didates and huddling with advis-
ers to watch the incoming
returns. In public, the president
professed optimism to the end,
telling Democratic state party
officials on election eve that
“we're going to surprise the liv-
ing devil out of people."

In private, though, White
House aides have been drawing
up contingencies should
Republicans take control of one,
or both, chambers of Congress
— a scenario Biden acknowl-
edged would make his life “more

difficult”. Control of Congress
was still hanging in the balance
on Wednesday morning, but
returns pointed to surprising
Democratic strength as the party
notched victories in key races,
including Pennsylvania's Senate
race where John Fetterman
flipped a Republican-controlled
seat that is key to the party's
hopes of maintaining control of
the chamber.

Regardless of the outcome,
the votes will help reshape the
remainder of Biden's term after
an ambitious first two years and
will reorder his White House
priorities. White House press
secretary Karine Jean-Pierre
said Biden would address the
nation on Wednesday about
the results, which may take
days to be finalised.

The president last week
appealed for Americans to be
patient as votes are counted and
to avoid engaging in conspira-
cy theories, a message he was

likely to repeat Wednesday
about pending returns.

Biden, in his first two years,
pushed through sweeping bills
to address the coronavirus pan-
demic, rebuild the nation's infra-
structure, address climate
change and boost US competi-
tiveness with China — all with
the slimmest of congressional
majorities. Now, aides and allies
say, his focus will turn to pre-
serving those gains, imple-
menting the massive pieces of
legislation — perhaps while
under intense GOP oversight —
sustaining effective governance
in an even more charged envi-
ronment and shoring up his
party's standing ahead of the
next presidential election.

Biden's job approval has
rebounded from lows this sum-
mer, but he remains less than
popular with midterm voters.
According to the AP VoteCast,
an expansive survey of over
93,000 voters across the country,

about 6 in 10 disapprove of how
he is handling the economy. A
similar proportion disapprove of
how he's handling the presi-
dency at large.

Should Republicans win
control of Congress, Biden allies
are gearing up for fights on keep-
ing the government funded and
its financial obligations met,
sustaining support for Ukraine
and protecting his signature
legislative achievements from
repeal efforts.

Republican wins could also
usher in a host of GOP candi-
dates whom Biden has branded
as threats to democracy for
refusing to acknowledge the
results of the 2020 presidential
race, limiting potential avenues
of cooperation and exposing
new challenges ahead of 2024.

The Biden administration
has been preparing for months
for an expected flood of GOP
investigations should Repub-
licans take over one or both

chambers, devising legal and
media strategies to address
probes into everything from
the chaotic US military pullout
from Afghanistan to presiden-
tial son Hunter Biden's business
dealings. If the Republicans take
power, Princeton University his-
torian Julian Zelizer said, histo-
ry shows it would be “very
effective” for Biden to “focus on
their extremism, and to turn
their new power against them.”

White House aides and
allies have been closely moni-
toring the clamouring on the
right to investigate or even
impeach Biden. While they have
pledged to cooperate on what
they see as legitimate oversight,
they are eager to exact a politi-
cal toll on Republicans should
they overreach, casting the GOP
as focused on investigations
instead of the issues most impor-
tant to Americans' lives.

The potential shift comes as
Biden, at 79, has repeated his

intention to run for reelection.
He will need to make a final
decision soon, perhaps teeing up
a rematch against former
President Donald Trump, who
has teased his own expected
announcement for November
15. In a potential warning sign
for 2024, around two-thirds in
the AP VoteCast survey said
they think Biden is not a strong
leader. More than half say the
president isn't honest or trust-
worthy and that he doesn't have
the mental capability to serve
effectively as president.

A bad midterm outcome
doesn't preclude a president's
reelection — historically incum-
bents are strongly favoured to
win another term. But Princeton
University historian Julian
Zelizer said that even presidents
who manage to defy history and
avoid major losses or hold their
majorities are forced to change
course for the balance of their
terms.
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Britain paid compensation to
the families of at least 64 chil-

dren killed by U.K. Military
action in Afghanistan, a chari-
ty said Wednesday – four times
more than previously acknowl-
edged.

The London-based advoca-
cy and research group Action on
Armed Violence said it received
the information in response to
freedom of information
requests.

It said the U.K. Paid com-
pensation to the families of 64
children who were killed
between 2006 and 2014. It said
the youngest for whom an age
was recorded was 1 and the old-
est 15. 

Airstrikes and being caught

in crossfire were the most com-
mon causes of death.

Action on Armed Violence
said the average compensation
payment was 1,656 pounds
($1,894).

The group said the true tally
of child deaths from British

military activity could be as high
as 135 because in some cases the
people killed were listed as “son”
or “daughter” with no age given.

It said there was “absolute-
ly no evidence that there was a
deliberate targeting of civilians
or children by the British mili-
tary, and these tragedies must be
marked down as a consequence
of poor targeting, over-use of
heavy weaponry or fighting in
populated areas.”

Britain's Ministry of
Defense previously acknowl-
edged paying compensation
over the deaths of 16 children.

The ministry said in a state-
ment Wednesday that “any civil-
ian death during conflict is a
tragedy, more so when children
and family members are
involved. 
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APalestinian teenager was
killed early on Wednesday

following an Israeli raid in the
city of Nablus, near a flashpoint
site in the occupied West Bank,
the Palestinian Health Ministry
said.

The army said it was pro-
tecting worshippers and fired on
a suspect who had placed an
explosive device nearby, which
detonated.

Palestinian officials identi-
fied him as Mahdi Hashash, 15,
and said he was killed by shrap-
nel during an Israeli raid. A
branch of the militant
Palestinian group Al Aqsa
Martyrs' Brigade called the teen
“our martyr”.

The army said it was pro-
tecting civilians visiting the site
known to Jews as the biblical
Joseph's Tomb. The army said
gunshots were heard in the area
and the military fired back,
including on the person with the
explosive device. An Israeli
drone also was downed in the
incident, the army said, without
providing details.

It was not immediately clear
whether the raid was connect-
ed to a visit by eight Knesset
members, incoming lawmakers
and allies of former Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu,
who prevailed in last week's
national election.

Eight members of Netan-
yahu's Likud party and his right
wing allies said in a statement
that they had visited after dark.

The clash came during one
of the deadliest years on both
sides of the conflict, including
after last week's national elec-
tions. Former Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu prevailed,
with the backing of a far-right
ultranationalist party.

The army said it also had
arrested a dozen Palestinians
across the West Bank overnight,
in what's become a near-night-
ly practice of raids in the occu-
pied territories after a spate of
violence this year.

Palestinian attackers have
killed at least 24 people in Israel

since the start of 2022.
Intensified Israeli-Palesti-

nian fighting in the West Bank
and east Jerusalem has also
killed some 130 Palestinians
this year, making it the deadliest
since 2006, according to Israeli
rights group B'Tselem.

Israel captured the West
Bank in the 1967 Mideast war,
and has since maintained a mil-
itary occupation over the terri-
tory and settled more than
500,000 people there. The
Palestinians seek the territory,
along with the Gaza Strip and
east Jerusalem, for a future inde-
pendent state.

Some Jews believe the bib-
lical Joseph is buried in the
Nablus tomb, while Muslims say
a sheikh is buried there. The
army escorts Jewish worshippers
to the site, known to Jews as
Joseph's Tomb, several times a
year, in coordination with
Palestinian security forces.

As Israeli-Palestinian vio-
lence has flared this year, the site
has again become a flashpoint.

In April, some 100
Palestinians marched toward
Joseph's Tomb and set it ablaze
before they were dispersed by
Palestinian security forces.
Images on social media showed
parts of the tomb inside the
shrine smashed and charred.
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Two police officials were
killed and two others

injured early on Wednesday
when heavily-armed assailants
opened fire at a police station
bordering Afghanistan in
Pakistan's restive Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province, a
police official said.

The unidentified gunmen
targeted the Raghzai police
station in South Waziristan
district which borders Afgha-
nistan, the official said. Two
Sub Inspectors identified as
Farman and Fareed died in the
attack while two constables
were injured in the shootout,
according to the official.
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Southeast Asian leaders con-
vene in the Cambodian cap-

ital Thursday, faced with the
challenge of trying to curtail
escalating violence in Myanmar
while the country's military-led
government shows no signs of
complying with the group's
peace plan.

U.S. President Joe Biden
will be on hand for the Phnom
Penh summit of the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations,
which comes as Washington and
Beijing are increasingly jockey-
ing for influence in the Asia-
Pacific region. 

It sets the stage for the
Group of 20 meetings in Bali,
Indonesia, that immediately fol-
low and are expected to include
Chinese President Xi Jinping
and possibly Russian President
Vladimir Putin, then the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation
forum in Bangkok.

In addition to Myanmar, the
four-day meetings are expected
to focus on ongoing disputes in
the South China Sea, pandem-
ic recovery issues, regional trade
and climate change.

Neither Xi nor Putin is
expected to attend the ASEAN
talks or the parallel East Asia
Summit, though both China and
Russia are thought to be send-
ing high-level delegations head-
ed by Prime Minister Li Keqiang
and possibly Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov.

Looming large over
ASEAN, the G-20 and APEC are
the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
and Russia's consequent search
for new markets for its energy
resources, as well as resulting
supply chain and food security
issues, China's increasingly
aggressive saber-rattling over

Taiwan, and rising tension in the
Korean Peninsula.

By attending the ASEAN
summit in person, Biden will be
able to push American interests
and also visibly demonstrate
Washington's renewed com-
mitment to the region, said
Thomas Daniel, an expert with
Malaysia's Institute of Strategic
and International Studies.

Former U.S. President
Donald Trump skipped the
summits after 2017 and left the
2017 meetings early, before the
plenary session of the East Asia
Summit, a key regional strategic
dialogue, leaving then-Secretary
of State Rex Tillerson to stand in
for him.

“For Southeast Asia it's real-
ly important to physically show
up, and I think the Americans
are very aware of this,” Daniel
said. 

“I cannot emphasise how
much damage was done by the
Trump administration not
showing up — and it's not just
not showing up, it's sending rep-
resentatives that are seen as just
further downgrades.”

ASEAN this year is elevat-
ing the U.S. To a “comprehensive
strategic partnership” status —
a largely symbolic enhancement
of their relationship but one that
puts Washington on the same
level as China, which was grant-
ed the distinction last year.

Ahead of the summit,
Daniel Kritenbrink, U.S.
Assistant secretary of state for
East Asian and Pacific affairs,
said the talks would be an
opportunity to work on a “broad
range of diplomatic priorities
across the region" and to focus
on “carrying out everything
we've promised rather than
coming forward with another
long list of new initiatives.”
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British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak was under pressure

from the Opposition on
Wednesday as he expressed
regret on appointing one of his
close allies and embattled min-
isters who was forced to resign
pending an investigation into
allegations of bullying against
him.

Sir Gavin Williamson is
accused of abusive behaviour
towards fellow Conservative
Party colleagues and civil ser-
vants and denies any wrongdo-
ing.

However, after days of rows
over what Sunak knew about the
allegations before appointing
him as a minister without port-
folio to his Cabinet, Williamson
stepped down on Tuesday night.

The Opposition has brand-
ed the episode as a sign of "poor
judgement and leadership" by
Sunak and Labour Party Leader
Sir Keir Starmer used the week-
ly Prime Minister's Questions

(PMQs) in the House of
Commons to pile on further
pressure over the issue.

"I obviously regret it… for
the record, I did not know
about any of the specific con-
cerns," Sunak said, when asked
by Starmer if he regrets appoint-
ing Williamson.

"The message that I clearly
want to send is that integrity in
public life matters," he said,
adding that it was right that the
minister had resigned while he
was being investigated.

In his resignation letter,
Williamson said he refutes the
"characterisation" of the claims
about his "past conduct" but felt
they had become a "distraction
from the good work the gov-
ernment is doing".

It referred to some expletive-
laden text messages he report-
edly sent to the former Tory
party whip, Wendy Morton,
over being overlooked during
Queen Elizabeth II's funeral.

These were published in
‘The Sunday Times' and since
then others have come forward
to allege “intimidating” behav-
iour while Williamson was a
Cabinet minister under previous
prime ministers.

He has since been reported
to the parliamentary bullying
watchdog, the Independent
Complaints and Grievance
Scheme, and says he has apolo-
gised to the recipient of the text
messages and would comply
with the complaints process to
"clear my name of any wrong-
doing".
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AEuropean humanitarian
group said on Wednesday

its migrant rescue ship was
heading toward the French
island of Corsica in hopes that
France will offer its 234 pas-
sengers a safe port, after Italy
backed down and allowed
migrants from three other res-
cue ships to disembark on
Italian soil.

France still had not pub-
licly offered the Ocean Viking
a safe port, but spokesman
Francesco Creazzo of the SOS
Mediterranee group said the
Norwegian-flagged ship was
hoping it would eventually do
so, and the mayor of Marseille
said the port city would glad-
ly take them in.

Italian Premier Giorgia
Meloni jumped the gun some-
what and issued a statement on
Tuesday evening thanking
France for taking the Ocean
Viking in, prompting a public
critique of Italy's apparent
maneuvering on French public
radio on Wednesday.

French government
spokesman Olivier Veran told
France Info radio that the
Ocean Viking “is intended to
be welcomed in Italy” since it
was in Italian territorial waters
and said Italy's refusal to allow
passengers to disembark was
“unacceptable.”

Since Italy is the top ben-
eficiary of the European Union
financial solidarity system, he
demanded that “Italy plays its
role and respects its European
commitments.”

By late Tuesday, the
remaining passengers on three
other humanitarian-operated
ships that Italy had initially
refused to take in had disem-
barked at Italian ports.

The last was the Humanity
1, operated by the SOS
Humanity group, which dis-
embarked its 35 passengers in
the Sicilian port of Catania.

There was no immediate
explanation for Italy's U-turn,
but legal experts and the
humanitarian groups noted
that under maritime law, all
people found at sea in distress
are entitled to access the clos-
est safe port where they can
then apply for asylum.
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The German government on
Wednesday blocked the sale

of a chip factory to a Swedish
subsidiary of a Chinese compa-
ny, a decision that comes as
Berlin grapples with its future
approach to Beijing.

The move by the Cabinet
follows a recent compromise
over a Chinese shipping firm's
investment in a German con-
tainer terminal and a visit to
Beijing last week by Chancellor
Olaf Scholz.

The blocked sale was antic-
ipated after German company
Elmos said this week that it had
been informed the sale of its chip
factory in Dortmund to Silex
Microsystems AB of Sweden
would likely be prohibited.

Silex is owned by Sai

Microelectronics of China,
according to German media.
The planned 85 million-euro
(dollar) sale was announced in
December.

Although the proposed deal
wasn't very significant finan-
cially and the technology
involved apparently wasn't new,
it had raised concerns over the
wisdom of putting German IT
production capacity in Chinese
hands.
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Aman has been detained by
police after throwing three

eggs at King Charles III and
Queen Consort Camilla during
a walkabout to interact with
crowds in York in northern
England on Wednesday.

The eggs missed the 73-
year-old monarch as the royal
couple greeted people at the
city's Micklegate Bar landmark.
The people gathered booed the
man with "shame on you"and
shouted "God save the King".

From images on social
media, one egg landed at the feet
of the King, who seemed unflus-
tered and carried on as his pro-
tection officer moved closer to
cover him. The protester was
heard to shout "this country was
built on the blood of slaves" as
he was detained. The royal cou-
ple are in Yorkshire for a num-
ber of engagements including
unveiling a statue of the late
Queen Elizabeth II, the first to
be installed since her death in
September. The visit is part of a
traditional ceremony in which
the UK monarch is officially wel-
comed to York by the city's Lord
Mayor and was last carried out
by the Queen in 2012. 
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Adetailed inventory of the
top known sources of
greenhouse gas emitters

launched by former US Vice
President Al Gore at the UN
climate summit in Egypt on
Wednesday found that the top
14 individual polluters are all
gas and oil fields and their asso-
ciated facilities, despite their
emissions being “significantly
underreported.”

The inventory was com-
piled by Climate TRACE, a
coalition of researchers, data
analysts and non-governmen-
tal organisations who use mul-
tiple open sources including
satellite coverage, remote sens-
ing and artificial intelligence to
track who exactly is polluting,
and how much.

Emissions stemming from
oil and gas production were
already estimated to be about

double what was reported to
the UN last year and new data
on methane leaks and flaring
suggests that emissions are
likely three times higher than
what was reported, Gore said.
Methane is a greenhouse gas
which is around 80 times more
potent in the short term than
carbon dioxide. 

Gore said the data shows
the extent of the "deep cut in
greenhouse gas pollution we
need to prevent the most cat-
astrophic impacts of the climate
crisis.”

Hailing the launch of the
inventory, the UN Secretary
General said the data was vital
to address a problem “in front
of our eyes, but also hidden in
plain sight.” 

“We have huge emissions
gaps, finance gaps, adaptation
gaps. But those gaps cannot be
effectively addressed without
plugging the data gaps. After
all, it is impossible to effectively

manage and control what we
cannot measure,” Antonio
Guterres said.

Some 56 billion tons of
greenhouse gas emissions were
produced in 2021, and the
Permian Basin was at the top of
emitters with with more than
200 million tons, the data said.
Russia's Urengoyskoye gas field

was second on the list with 152
million tons.

Gavin McCormick, a co-
founder of Climate TRACE,
said they estimated greenhouse
gas emissions of nearly all the
largest emitters globally.

McCormick added that cli-
mate negotiators and others
working to combat climate

change have described the data
as “a game changer that can
help them make better deci-
sions and decarbonise faster.”

The inventory was released
as climate negotiators are con-
vening in Sharm el-Sheikh in
Egypt for two weeks to look for
ways to implement global cli-
mate goals. The conference
focuses on several prickly
issues, including how to cut
greenhouse gas emissions and
boost finance for poor coun-
tries struggling with the
impacts of climate change.

Al Gore said the world
could reduce emissions by 50%
by the end of this decade, and
reach net zero by 2050, with the
help of now-available tech-
nologies.

“We are capable of solving
this crisis because once the
world reaches true net-zero,
temperatures will stop increas-
ing in as little as three to five
years,” he said.
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Shares of Paytm’s parent firm
One97 communications on

Wednesday fell over 1 per cent
after the company reported
widening of its consolidated
loss to �593.9 crore in the sec-
ond quarter ended September.

The stock dipped 1.30 per
cent to end at �643.45 apiece on
the BSE.

On the NSE, it declined
1.45 per cent to closed at
�641.80 per share. The 30-
share BSE Sensex benchmark
ended 151.60 points or 0.25 per
cent lower at 61,033.55 on
Wednesday. Digital financial
services firm One97
Communications, which owns
Paytm brand on monday
reported widening of its con-
solidated loss to �593.9 crore in
the second quarter ended on
September 30, 2022.
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FMCG firm Bajaj Consumer
Care Ltd on Wednesday

reported a decline of 31.93 per
cent in its consolidated net
profit at �31.65 crore for the
second quarter ended
September.

The company had report-
ed a net profit of �46.50 crore
in the July-September quarter
a year ago, said Bajaj Consumer
Care, part of the Bajaj Group of
Companies, operating in the
beauty care category.

Its total revenue from
operations rose 8 per cent to
�232.45 crore during the peri-

od under review. It was �216.17
crore in the corresponding
period of the preceding fiscal,
according to a regulatory filing.

Total expenses of Bajaj
Consumer Care, which owns
brands such as Almond Drops
Hair Oil, Brahmi Amla and
Nomark, in the September
quarter climbed 20.08 per cent
to �203.96 crore.

Shares of Bajaj Consumer
Care Ltd on Wednesday settled
at �157.65 apiece on the BSE,
down 3.93 per cent from the
previous close. 
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Tata Motors on Wednesday
reported narrowing of con-

solidated net loss at �945 crore
for the second quarter ended
September 30, as sales picked
up in marquee brand Jaguar
Land Rover and across domes-
tic as well as commercial vehi-
cle segments.

The auto major had report-
ed a net loss of �4,442 crore,
attributable to shareholders of
the company, in the July-
September period of the last fis-
cal.

Consolidated net loss for
the second quarter stood at
�898 crore. It was at �4,416
crore in the year-ago period.

Total income increased to
�80,650 crore in the period
under review, as compared to
�62,246 crore in the year-ago
period, Tata Motors said in a
regulatory filing.

On a standalone basis, the
company reported a net loss of
�293 crore. It had posted a net
loss of �659 crore in the year-
ago period. Total income rose
to �15,142 crore in the second
quarter, as compared to
�11,197 crore in the same peri-
od last year.

Jaguar Land Rover (JLR),
a part of Tata Motors, report-
ed revenues of 5.3 billion
pounds in the second quarter,
up 36 per cent from the year
ago period.
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Equity benchmarks Sensex
and Nifty gave up early

gains to close in the red on
Wednesday, ending two days of
increases as bearish global
markets weighed on investor
sentiment.

However, a recovering
rupee and unabated foreign
capital inflows helped the
indices restrict the losses,
traders said.

The 30-share BSE Sensex
ended 151.60 points or 0.25 per
cent lower at 61,033.55. The
index witnessed volatility
towards the fag-end and

recorded an intra-day high of
61,447.23 and a low of
60,905.15.

On similar lines, the
broader NSE Nifty fell 45.80
points or 0.25 per cent to end
at 18,157.

PowerGrid was the biggest
loser in the Sensex pack, slip-
ping 4.06 per cent, followed by
Tech Mahindra, Sun Pharma,
Bajaj Finserv, NTPC, ICICI
Bank, M&M and Maruti
Suzuki. In contrast, ITC, Dr
Reddy’s, Kotak Mahindra
Bank, HCL Tech, IndusInd
Bank and SBI were among the
gainers, climbing up to 1.99 per
cent.
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The Centre on Wednesday
said that the demand for

coal in India is still to reach its
peak and the dry fuel will con-
tinue to play a key role in the
energy mix till 2040 and
beyond.

Therefore, shift from coal
will not happen in foreseeable
future in the country, accord-
ing to coal minister Pralhad
Joshi.

Joshi in his opening
remarks, while chairing a meet-
ing of Parliamentary
Consultative Committee of the
coal ministry, said that there is
a push towards energy transi-
tion away from coal in the
global world.

“However, for India, coal,
being an affordable source of
energy, holds prime impor-
tance for meeting its energy
needs being fuelled by rising
economy,” he said.

Coal accounts for more
than 51 per cent of India’s pri-
mary energy requirement and
around 73 per cent of power
generation.

During the meeting it was
also informed by the coal min-
istry that although there are no
immediate challenges of coal
phase down, companies
involved in coal mining will
have to manage the closure of
already abandoned mines.

The coal companies will
also have to manage those
mines that will close normally
in near future in a manner
aligned to ‘just transition’ prin-

ciples to ensure repurposing of
land and infrastructure assets

and sustenance of livelihoods of
workers among others.
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Shares of Coal India Ltd on
Wednesday climbed over 2

per cent after the state-owned
mining company announced
that its capital expenditure
(capex) grew 33 per cent to
�7,027 crore in the April-
September period of FY23.

The stock rose 2.59 per
cent to settle at �255.95 apiece
on the BSE.

On the NSE, it zoomed
2.93 per cent to finish at

�256.85 apiece.
In volume terms, 16.29

lakh shares were traded on the
BSE and over 4.03 crore shares
on the NSE during the day.

The 30-share BSE Sensex
ended 151.60 points lower at
61,033.55 points on
Wednesday.

On Wednesday, Coal India
Ltd (CIL) said that its capital
expenditure grew 33 per cent to
�7,027 crore in April-
September FY23 as compared
to the year-ago period. 
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Capital markets regulator
Sebi has proposed a cloud

framework for its regulated
entities, highlighting key risks
and control measures such
entities need to consider before
adopting cloud-based solu-
tions.

The proposed framework
outlines the regulatory and
legal expectations from Sebi-
regulated entities (REs) if they
adopt cloud computing solu-
tions.

“In recent times the
dependence on cloud solu-
tions for delivering information
technology (IT) services is
increasing.

“While cloud solutions
offer multiple advantages —
ready to scale, ease of deploy-
ment, no overhead of main-
taining physical infrastructure
among others — an RE should
also be aware of the new cyber

security risks and challenges
which cloud solutions intro-
duce,” the regulator said in its
consultation paper.

Accordingly, a cloud
framework has been drafted to
address the risks effectively
and ensure legal and regulato-
ry compliance. The Securities
and Exchange Board of India
(Sebi) has sought comments on
the proposal till November 14.

Under the proposal, Sebi
said there are no limitations on
using any cloud deployment
model. An RE may adopt cloud
computing depending on their
business and technology risk
assessment.
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The Government has finally
designated National Dairy

Development Board (NDDB)
as the implementing agency for
setting up of 100 fodder-centric
Farmer Producer Organisa-
tions (FPOs) during this fiscal
to address the fodder deficit sit-
uation in the country.

The Ministry of Fisheries,
Animal Husbandry and Dairy-
ing in 2020 had proposed the
establishment of fodder-centric
FPOs and requested the agri-
culture ministry to allow such
FPOs under the central scheme
“Formation and Promotion of
10,000 new FPOs”.

The proposal was consid-
ered seriously and the agricul-
ture ministry finally issued an
order on November 4.

“The competent authori-
ty in the Department of Agri-
culture & Farmers Welfare has
approved to designate NDDB
as implementing agency under
the scheme of formation and
promotion of 10,000 Farmer
Producer Organisations (FPOs)
to form and promote FPOs,
primarily fodder centric, and
animal husbandry activities as
a secondary activity (fodder
plus model),” the order said.

NDDB has been assigned
to form 100 FPOs during 2022-

23 within the contours of the
scheme guidelines, it added.

Last month after a review
meeting on the fodder crisis, a
senior ministry official had
said that in a normal year, the
country has a fodder deficit of
12-15 per cent, 25-26 per cent
and 36 per cent when it comes
to green fodder, dry fodder and
concentrated fodder, respec-
tively. The deficits are mainly
due to seasonal and regional
factors.

However, the current
inflationary trend in fodder is
due to decline in wheat crop
and rise in input costs like
diesel, the official had said.

The total area under fod-
der is limited to about 4.6 per
cent of cropped area and this
has remained static for the last
four decades. 
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The rupee appreciated by 45
paise to close at 81.47 (pro-

visional) against the US dollar
on Wednesday amid fall in
crude oil prices, dollar weak-
ness and sustained foreign
fund inflows.

At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the local unit
opened at 81.43, and witnessed
an intra-day high of  �81.23
and low of �81.62 during the
session.

The local unit finally set-
tled at 81.47 against the
American currency, registering
a rise of 45 paise over its pre-
vious close.

On Monday, the rupee had
settled at 81.92 against the US
dollar. The forex market was
closed on Tuesday on account
of ‘Gurunanak Jayanti’.

Meanwhile, the dollar
index, which gauges the green-
back’s strength against a basket
of six currencies, rose 0.18 per
cent to 109.83.

Global oil benchmark
Brent crude futures fell 0.64 per
cent to USD 94.75 per barrel.

“Rupee continued to gain
strength as the broader dollar
witnessed selling pressure at
higher levels. The greenback
continued to remain weighed
down also ahead of the US
mid-term elections results,”
said Gaurang Somaiya, Forex
and Bullion Analyst, Motilal
Oswal Financial Services.
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Gold price in the national
capital fell �141 to �51,747

per 10 grams on Wednesday
amid rupee appreciation,
according to HDFC Securities.

In the previous trade, the
yellow metal had settled at
�51,888 per 10 grams.

Silver, however, climbed
�132 to �62,400 per kilogram.

The rupee appreciated 50
paise to 81.42 against the US
dollar in early trade on
Wednesday on broad dollar
weakness and improving glob-
al risk sentiments.
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Amazon India and TVS
Motor Company have

joined hands to strengthen
electric mobility in the country,
the companies said in a joint
statement on Wednesday.

As part of the collabora-
tion, a fleet of electric two-
wheelers and three-wheelers
from TVS Motor will be
deployed for Amazon’s last-
mile deliveries.

In addition, the two com-
panies will work in tandem to
examine EV use cases for var-
ious Amazon business groups
for its network and logistical
requirements, the statement
said.

In order to test solutions,

the two companies will pilot
TVS Motor’s electric vehicle
solutions through partner base
and delivery associates across
India.

“TVS Motor is now ready
with electric two-wheeler and
three-wheeler product options
for B2B (business-to-business)
along with an ecosystem of
connected service and alternate
ownership.
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The Finance Ministry has
finalised the framework to

issue sovereign green bonds in
line with global standards,
according to sources.

The Government intends
to mobilise �16,000 crore from
the issuance of green bonds
during the second half of the
current financial year. It is a
part of the borrowing pro-
gramme for the second half of
this fiscal. The framework is
ready and it would be approved
soon, the sources said.

These rupee-denominat-
ed papers will have long tenure

to suit the requirement of green
infrastructure projects, they
added.

The issuance would be in
line with the Budget announce-
ment. Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman in her
Budget Speech this year
announced that the govern-
ment proposes to issue sover-
eign green bonds to mobilise
resources for green infrastruc-
ture.

“The proceeds will be
deployed in public sector pro-
jects, which help in reducing
the carbon intensity of the
economy,” she said in the
Budget 2022-23.
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India’s GDP growth will slow down to 5.5 per
cent in FY24 from the 6.9 per cent expected

in the current fiscal 2022-23, a Swiss brokerage
said on Wednesday. 

The slowdown was attributed to slowing
global growth and tightening of monetary
policies in the report by economists at UBS
India. 

It said India will be among the “lesser affect-
ed economies” in the world, but made it clear
that the world’s fifth largest economy is not
immune from global headwinds. 

“Factoring in the delayed impact of mone-
tary tightening on domestic demand, we con-
tinue to expect India’s growth to remain below

consensus in FY24. In our base case, we expect
India’s real GDP growth to slow from 6.9 per cent
in FY23 to 5.5 per cent in FY24 before settling
at the long-run average of 6 per cent in FY25,”
the report said. 

Responding to high domestic inflation and
rate hikes by global central banks, the RBI has
already hiked the policy rate by 1.90 per cent
since May this year and is only expected to hike
more, which can have an impact on growth with
a lag.  The brokerage said it expects a normal-
isation in consumer spending after the spurt seen
in the immediate aftermath of the Covid
reopening fades, and households’ purchasing
power is impacted by tight monetary policy, the
depletion of accumulated pandemic savings and
an incomplete labour market recovery. 
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Life Insurance Corporation
of India (LIC) on

Wednesday said its sharehold-
ing in Divis Laboratories has
crossed 5 per cent as it has pur-
chased additional shares for Rs
35.82 crore.

LIC said its shareholding in
Divis Laboratories has
increased from 4.992 per cent
to 5.032 per cent as the num-
ber of shares held by it in the
company rose from 1,32,54,663
to 1,33,60,663.

Holding in the company
crossed the 5 per cent mark on
November 7, 2022. The acqui-
sition of shares was done at an
average price of  �3,379.01, LIC
said in a regulatory filing.

As a regulatory disclosure
norm, listed companies are
required to inform the stock

exchanges upon change in
shareholding to the tune of 5
per cent and above.

Divis Laboratories is
engaged in manufacturing of
Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredients (APIs), intermedi-
ates and nutraceutical ingredi-
ents with predominance in
exports.

Stock of LIC closed at Rs
631.20 apiece on BSE, down by
0.33 per cent, while Divis Lab
scrip ended 3.38 per cent lower
at �3,298.15. 
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Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Ltd (APSEZ) on
Wednesday said that it has acquired 49.38 per cent stake in

Indian Oiltanking Ltd -- developer and operator of liquid stor-
age facilities — for �1,050 crore.

APSEZ in a statement said this agreement also includes acqui-
sition of an additional 10 per cent equity stake in IOT Utkal
Energy Services Ltd, a 71.57 per cent subsidiary of IOTL (Indiain
Oiltanking Ltd).

“APSEZ has entered into a definitive agreement for the acqui-
sition of Oiltanking India GmbH’s 49.38 per cent equity stake
in Indian Oiltanking Ltd, which is one of India’s largest devel-
oper and operator of liquid storage facilities,” it said.

According to the statement, the acquisition is well aligned
with APSEZ’s strategy of becoming the largest transport utility.

The statement said over the last 26 years, IOTL has built a
network of six terminals across five states with a total capacity
of 2.4 Mn KL (owned capacity of 0.5 Mn KL and BOOT capac-
ity of 1.9 Mn KL) for storage of crude and finished petroleum
products.
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The Directorate General of
Foreign Trade (DGFT) on

Wednesday notified norms for
permitting exporters to avail
incentives under the foreign
trade policy, even on realisation
in rupee.

The DGFT, under the
commerce ministry, has
already allowed invoicing, pay-
ment and settlement of exports
and imports in Indian rupee, a
move aimed at facilitating trade
in the domestic currency.

In July, the Reserve Bank

of India (RBI) had asked banks
to put in place additional
arrangements for export and
import transactions in Indian
rupees in view of increasing
interest of the global trading
community in the domestic
currency.

The notification said that
changes have been introduced
in the Foreign Trade Policy
(FTP) for grant of export ben-
efits, incentives, fulfilment of
export obligation, and for
export realisations in Indian
rupees as per the RBI guide-
lines released in July.

“ A c c o r d i n g l y
benefits/incentives/fulfilment
of export obligation under the
Foreign Trade Policy has been
extended for realisations in
Indian rupees as per the RBI
guidelines dated July 11, 2022,”
it said.
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Ameeting among senior offi-
cials of Delhi government,

the Centre, Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation (DMRC) and
leading banks is slated to be
held on Thursday, to discuss
modalities on payment of the
balance arbitral award to the
Reliance Infrastructure-owned
Delhi Airport Metro Express
Private Limited.

The managing director and
director (finance) of the DMRC
and representatives of several
banks are expected to take

part in the meeting to be held
at Nirman Bhawan, they 
said.

The DMRC on October 31
had told the Delhi High Court
that a meeting with the Centre
and the city government was
scheduled to discuss modalities
on payment of the balance
arbitral award to the Delhi
Airport Metro Express Private
Limited (DAMEPL).

The DMRC told the court
that the meeting is fixed for
November 10 and some pro-
posals are expected to come out
of it. 
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Arejuvenated Pakistan lift-
ed their game when it
mattered the most and

stormed into the T20 World
Cup final with a convincing
seven-wicket win over New
Zealand here on Wednesday.

Pakistan first restricted
New Zealand to 152 for four on
a slow SCG track and then
chased down the target with
consummate ease, riding on
skipper Babar Azam and
Mohammad Rizwan's attacking
fifties to book their place in the
final after 13 years.

This will be Pakistan's third
appearance in the T20 World
Cup final. They had finished
runners-up to India in the
inaugural edition in 2007 before
claiming the title two years later.

The win over New Zealand,
last edition's runners-up side,
also kept the prospect of a
mouth-watering India-Pakistan
final in Melbourne on Sunday
alive, provided Rohit Sharma's
men beat England in the second
semifinal in Adelaide on
Thursday.

Chasing 153, Babar rode on
his luck to register his highest
score in the tournament — 53
off 42 balls — while Rizwan
made 57 off 43 deliveries as
Pakistan romped home with
five balls to spare.

Babar and Rizwan got
Pakistan off to a blazing start,
going hammer and tongs
against the Kiwi bowlers.
Unlike New Zealand, the
Pakistani openers looked at
ease with the pace of the sur-
face.

Known for their brilliant
fielding, the Kiwis looked a dif-
ferent side on Wednesday as

they struggled on the field.
Babar's innings, however,

was far from convincing as he
struggled initially. He got a life
when at nought when he
pushed at an away-going deliv-
ery from Trent Boult in the
opening over but Devon
Conway grassed the one-hand-
ed chance.

Babar grabbed the oppor-
tunity with both hands and
slowly got his game together,

while Rizwan went ballistic
from the word go.

The duo didn't the give the
likes of Boult, Tim Southee and
Lockie Ferguson the chance to
settle down, racing to 55 for no
loss in powerplay.

Once the spin duo of
Mitchell Santner and Ish Sodhi
were introduced, Rizwan used
the sweep shot well, while
Babar was brilliant square off
the wicket.

New Zealand finally got the
breakthrough in the 13th over
when Babar was holed out by
Daryll Mitchell at long-on off
Boult but by then Pakistan
were comfortably placed at
105. Rizwan couldn't finish off
the game, holing out to Mitchell
off Boult but it was all but over
by that time.

Earlier, Mitchell hit a time-
ly unbeaten fifty to help New
Zealand post a decent 152 for

four on a slow SCG pitch.
Opting to bat, New Zealand

batters found the going tough
on a used SCG track as they
struggled to connect the ball
due to the slow nature of the
surface.

Mitchell (53 not out off 35)
and skipper Kane Williamson
(46 off 42) resurrected New
Zealand's innings after early
jolts to take their side past the
150-run mark.
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Acrestfallen New Zealand
skipper Kane Williamson

said losing the T20 World Cup
semifinal was a "tough pill to
swallow" but admitted that his
team was not disciplined
enough to challenge a far-
superior Pakistan here on
Wednesday.

"Very disappointing to
not make Pakistan work a lot
harder. They were outstand-
ing. We were outplayed. It's a
tough pill for us to swallow.
Babar (Azam) and
(Mohammad) Rizwan put us
under pressure," Williamson
said during the post-match
presentation ceremony.

"We were put under pres-
sure early. Pakistan bowled
very nicely. We managed to
wrestle back some momentum
with an unbelievable knock
from (Daryl) Mitchell. At the
halfway stage we were feeling
it was a competitive total.
Wicket was a bit tough - used
surface," Williamson said.

"If we're honest, we want-
ed to be more disciplined in
our areas. At the end of the
day, Pakistan certainly deserve
to be winners. There's been a
lot of good cricket," the Kiwi
captain said.

"Throughout the round-
robin, we've played nicely.
Today we weren't at our best.
Having said that, we know the
fickle nature of T20 cricket."

Pakistan captain Babar
Azam lauded his bowlers for
setting up the win.

"The way the team per-
formed in the last three

matches....Thanks to the
crowd, feels like we are play-
ing at home. We had a good
start in the first six overs and
later on we had a good spin
attack. The fast bowlers also
finished very well," said Babar,
who scored a 42-ball 53.

"Our plan before going
inside was to utilise the first six
overs and later on everyone
can come and chip in. We will
enjoy this moment, but at the
same time we will focus on the
final."

Rizwan, who was
adjudged the Player of the
Match for his 43-ball 57, said

he and Babar never stopped
believing, despite struggling to
get runs in the group stages of
the ongoing showpiece.

"Luckily, the fifty was in
the semifinal. Babar and I
were struggling but we worked
hard and believed. We kept
fighting. When we crossed the
boundary line, we decided to
take the attack to the new ball
bowlers," he said.

"When we finished the
powerplay, we knew one of us
had to bat deep as it was a
tricky pitch. Our start (to the
tournament) wasn't good, but
the guys kept believing."
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The players auc-
tion for the

next year's Indian
Premier League
(IPL) will be held
in Kochi on
December 23, a
BCCI official said
on Wednesday.

The Turkish city of Istanbul, Bengaluru,
New Delhi, Mumbai and Hyderabad were also
in contention to host the auction but, the BCCI
evenatully opted for the coastal Kerala city.

"Logistically, and considering the dates,
Kochi turned out to be the most suited option,"
a BCCI official said.

Unlike the last auction, this year's will be
a mini auction. The 10 IPL franchises have
already been asked to submit their list of
retained players by November 15.

Also, the salary cap is likely to be increased
from Rs 90 to Rs 95 crore for the 2023 season.
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Rishabh Pant finally got a
game in the T20 World Cup

when he played against
Zimbabwe but suspense remains
if he will keep the wickets
against England in the semifinal
or Dinesh Karthik will be back
in the side.

During the 2019 ODI
World Cup, India didn't have a
settled number four batter and
in the ongoing T20 World Cup,
the never-ending debate is about
whether Pant should come
ahead of Karthik in the playing
XI.

While Karthik hasn't fired
in the role of a designated fin-
isher, Pant has been under-
whelming in whatever T20I
chances he has got so far.

Rohit Sharma said playing
Pant against Zimbabwe was a
tactical move, keeping in mind
the semifinal, but the skipper
was non-committal when asked
who will keep the wickets on
Thursday.

"Considering that we were
not knowing which team we

would be playing in the semis
before that Zimbabwe game, we
wanted to give a left-hander 
an opportunity to counter 
some of the spinners who
bowled in the middle for New
Zealand and England," Rohit
explained the reason behind
Pant's inclusion.

"And we thought Rishabh
was the guy for us to go and give
him some time, as well. But
again, what is going to happen
tomorrow, I won't be able to tell
you right now," he said.
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It has been a forgettable

World Cup for Axar Patel as he
leaked too many runs at an
economy rate of near 10 per over
but the skipper was firmly
behind the left-arm spinner.

"To be honest, not really
worried, as such, because he
(Axar) hardly got to bowl in this
tournament. Except for that
game against Netherlands, he's
not bowled full overs of his
quota, only because of the con-
ditions that has to offer.

"We've got four seamers

who have particularly bowled all
of their quota, which means the
spinners will not bowl their
overs. If you look at the condi-
tions, except Sydney, all the
grounds we've played had a lot
to offer to the seamers, which
means we never got an oppor-
tunity to bowl Axar in the pow-
erplay, which is his specialty," he
said.

Rohit also made it clear that
he won't dump Axar for having
one bad tourney.

"Guys can have one bad
tournament. It doesn't mean that
he's out of form or not bowling
well or not being able to execute
plans. I thought the kind of
space he's in for me is important,
and when I talked to him, when
I hear his thoughts, I pretty
much feel that he's in a good
space.

"And that is exactly what we
want when you're about to play
a game like that."

While he defended Axar,
Wednesday's training session
had enough indications that
Deepak Hooda can't be com-
pletely ruled out considering that
he's a far more accomplished
batter, who can also chip in with
an odd over if required.
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Virat Kohli sustained a nasty
blow in the groin area during
Wednesday's net session when
Harshal Patel bowled but the
team heaved a sigh of relief as
the master batter was back to the
nets within a few minutes.

Skipper Rohit Sharma, who
got hit on the right forearm on
Tuesday, confirmed that he is
fully fit.

"I was hit yesterday but it
seems to be fine now. There was
a little bruising, but it's absolute-
ly fine now," Rohit said.
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India skipper Rohit Sharma
understands the criticism

about his underwhelming num-
bers in crunch games but would
not appreciate if he or any other
player is defined by failure in an
odd high-stakes game.

Rohit has struggled to make
a substantial contribution in
India's total while competing in
knock-out games at the ICC
events over the years.

He managed just 29 against
Sri Lanka in the 2014 World T20
final and a mere 34 against
Australia in the 2015 ODI World
Cup semifinal.

He scored 43 against the
West Indies in the 2016 T20
World Cup semi-final and could
not even open his account
against Pakistan in 2017
Champions Trophy title clash.

In the 2019 ODI World
Cup semifinal against New
Zealand, Rohit's contribution
was just 1.

Asked if such below par per-
formance in important match-
es bothers him, Rohit was not
amused.

"Not just me, but all the
players, what they've done in
their entire career, one knockout
game doesn't define them,"
Rohit said he gears up to lead

India in T20 World Cup semi-
final against England.

"The entire year you work so
hard to get where you want to
and do well in whichever format
you play. So that one particular
game is not going to decide that,"
he insisted.

Rohit has no problems in
being in present but reminded
that the past should not be for-
gotton.

"It's important to under-
stand that knockout games are
important and it gives you
immense confidence, if you do
well. But we do not forget what
has happened in the past, what
the players have done in the past.
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In-form India batter
Suryakumar Yadav con-

solidated his top spot in the
batting chart, while left-
arm pacer Arshdeep Singh
climbed to a career-best
23rd position among
bowlers in the latest ICC
T20I rankings released on
Wednesday. Yadav, who has
been in sizzling form, has
amassed 225 runs from five
matches at a strike-rate of
almost 200 in the ongoing
T20 World Cup. He
achieved a career-high rat-
ing of 869 points to contin-
ue as the number one bat-
ter in the format.

India vice-captain KL
Rahul's half-centuries
against Bangladesh and
Zimbabwe have lifted him
five positions to 16th while
Virat Kohli and skipper
Rohit Sharma are 11th and
18th respectively.

In the bowling chart,
making a quiet progress in
Australia with his timely
breakthroughs, Arshdeep
has gained four slots to go
to 23rd place, one behind
his Pakistani counterpart
Shaheen Shah Afridi.

Senior spinner Ravi-
chandran Ashwin, on the
other hand, has advanced
five places to 13th after
picking up three Zimbabwe
wickets. Meanwhile Sri
Lankan mystery spinner
Wanindu Hasaranga, who is
the leading wicket-taker of
the ongoing T20 World
Cup, is back at the number
one bowler.

Hasaranga, who took
15 wickets during Sri
Lanka's Super 12 finish in
the T20 showpiece, ended
Afghanistan spinner Rashid
Khan's reign at the top,
regaining the number one
spot that he last held in
November last year.
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Australia have named fringe
spinners Ashton Agar and Todd

Murphy in the Prime Minister's XI
squad for the four-day tour match
against the West Indies, keeping in
mind next year's tour of India.

Australia are slated to play four
Tests and three ODIs during their
tour of India in February-March
next year.

Left-arm spinner Agar, who
last played a Test in 2017, is com-
ing back from a side strain. He has
nine wickets from four Tests. From
61 first-class matches, the 29-year-
old has an overall average of 41.28
and striking at 80.7.

The uncapped 21-year-old 
off-spinner Murphy, on the other

hand, has 18 wickets from four 
first-class matches with an average
of 30.44.

Selection committee chairman
George Bailey said they were look-
ing at different options for the
India tour compared to the squad
for the home Tests against West
Indies and South Africa.

"I would envisage the tour to
India may have some different
names to it than what the tour 
does over the (Australian) summer,
just because of the conditions,"
Bailey was quoted saying by
'ESPNCricinfo'.

"There is every chance to be
very different. Because it's an away
tour you take a slightly bigger
squad anyway. Plus it's at the back
of a (home) summer and there's a

reasonable amount of cricket that
would have been played by then."

Middle order batter Peter
Handscomb, who has been in peak
form lately, could also be back in the
reckoning.

"Pete remains absolutely on
our radar," Bailey said.

"He was selected on the
Australia A tour to Sri Lanka in the
winter, (but missed it due to) hav-
ing a baby at the same time. He's
started the season fantastically and
finished the last Shield year fantas-
tically."

The PM XI's match will start on
November 23 and will be the West
Indies' warm-up fixture ahead of
their two-Test series against
Australia, which begins in Perth on
November 30.
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Afree mindset has helped
Suryakumar Yadav

emerge as the "batter of the
tournament" but it takes "one
chance to create a wicket", said
England captain Jos Buttler
ahead of their T20 World Cup
semifinal against India on
Thursday.

Suryakumar has already
scored three fifties in five
games in the tournament and
popular belief is that he has
outshone the great Virat Kohli
on certain occasions.

"He's been great to watch,
hasn't he. I think he's someone
who has probably been the bat-
ter of the tournament so far in
terms of the way you want to
watch someone go about it,"
Buttler told reporters on
Wednesday.

"But as with any batsman
in the world, it takes one
chance to create a wicket. We
desperately need to find a way
to do that,” he added.

Buttler, who has seen
Suryakumar from close quar-
ters in the IPL, thinks that his
biggest asset is the freedom
with which he expresses him-
self.

"His biggest strength looks
to be the amount of freedom
he plays with. He's obviously
got all the shots but he allows

himself to play all the shots, as
well. He's got a very free mind-
set from what I can see," the
England skipper said.

While praising Surya-
kumar, Buttler didn't forget to
mention that his team can't
afford to just think about him.

"It would be a remiss just
to think about him. I think
they have some other excellent
players, as well."

It is not an enviable piece
of statistic but Buttler has been
dismissed five times in T20Is
by Indian seamer Bhuvne-
shwar Kumar, who has con-
ceded only 30 runs off his 32
balls to the England skipper.

However, Buttler seemed
confident ahead of his face-off
with Bhuvneshwar at the
Adelaide Oval.

"I certainly don't fear any-
one. I always prepare well, and
I look to play the ball in front
of me and not the bowler," he
said.

Buttler outrightly dis-
missed the theory that India no
longer look the formidable
side that they used to be.

"No, not at all. I think India
is a very, very strong team. I
think Indian teams have been
consistently strong for a long
period of time, and naturally so
with the amount of depth and
talent that is in the Indian
game."
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PAKISTAN IN T20 WORLD CUP FINAL 
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